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Professor Andrew McCammon, Chair 

 

The techniques of Molecular Dynamics (MD) as well as Accelerated MD (AMD) are 

established computational methods for investigating the motions of biomolecules that can be 

successfully applied to large systems to achieve enhanced conformational sampling.  Chapter 1 

also introduces Brownian dynamics simulations for studying the diffusional encounter of ions or 

small molecules with binding sites.  Additionally, the use of coupled ordinary differential 

equations (ODEs) enables mathematical modeling of complex biological systems at a variety of 

scales.  In Chapter 2, AMD simulations are applied to the transmembrane Sarcoplasmic 

Reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA), a calcium pump that utilizes energy from ATP hydrolysis to 

drive calcium ions across a concentration gradient. The enhanced conformational sampling 

achieved with AMD allows identification of collective motions that partition SERCA 

crystallographic structures into several catalytically unique states and also supports the role of 

Glu309 gating in Ca2+ binding.  Brownian dynamics simulations demonstrate the important 

contribution of surface-exposed, polar residues in the diffusional encounter of Ca2+ with 

SERCA.  In chapter 3, Brownian dynamics simulations as well as continuum models of the 
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bifunctional Plasmodium falciparum dihydrofolate reductase-thymidylate synthase (P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS) are used to explore electrostatic-mediated substrate channeling.  The 

results indicate that electrostatic-mediated channeling in this system is (~15% - 25%) at 

physiological pH and ionic strength and that removing the electric charges from key basic 

residues significantly reduces the electrostatic-mediated channeling efficiency of P. falciparum 

DHFR-TS. Subtle differences in structure, active-site geometry, and charge distribution in 

protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes appears to influence both electrostatic-mediated as well as 

proximity-mediated substrate channeling.  In chapter 4, multi-scale mathematical models are 

used to study the dynamics of a hypothetical anti-HIV genetic therapy at the molecular, within-

cell, within-host, and epidemiological scales.  This multi-scale approach allows us to make 

predictions about ideal design parameters for a hypothetical anti-HIV genetic therapy.  Our 

models show that a specific genetic therapy could autonomously target infectious 

superspreaders at the epidemiological scale, possibly lowering HIV/AIDS prevalence 

significantly.  In chapter 5, insights into the systems detailed in the previous chapters are briefly 

discussed with an emphasis on the importance of both molecular simulations as well as multi-

scale mathematical modeling. 
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Chapter 1: Molecular Simulations and Multi-Scale Mathematical Modeling 

to Study Complex Biological System 

 

Introduction 

 For several decades, researchers have detailed the importance of constant changes in 

protein structure caused by thermal fluctuations of individual atoms that can promote 

fundamental biomolecular processes including enzyme catalysis, allosteric regulation of 

proteins and enzymes, and even molecular transport. It is now clear that detailed knowledge of 

molecular dynamics is crucial to understand protein function.  As the number of solved 

biomolecular structures continues to increase, experiments and simulations exploring molecular 

dynamics will become increasingly important in identifying and studying the ensemble of 

intermediate conformations traversed by a protein at biologically relevant timescales and 

temperatures between experimentally determined structures with known atomic coordinates.  

This ensemble of biologically important conformations has often been finely tuned by the 

process of evolution to optimize specific biomolecular processes and is not random.  An 

underlying potential energy surface (PES) exists which governs the kinetics and 

thermodynamics of protein conformational transitions.  This PES originates from a very 

complex array of both intramolecular and intermolecular forces.  In order to facilitate 

predictions capable of describing PES features, classical force fields have been constructed to 

model these forces at the atomic scale.  Over the past few decades, these force fields have been 

improved significantly in support of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that model protein 

dynamics via the iterative application of Newton’s equations of motion from force field 

energies.  The molecular trajectories obtained through MD simulations can provide 
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computational biochemists with detailed information regarding the predicted internal dynamics 

of biomolecules and associated insights into protein function.   

While molecular simulation techniques can yield useful information about the dynamics 

of a system, sometimes it can also be advantageous to construct mathematical models using 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to track the dynamics of biologically important 

phenomenon at scales other than the molecular scale.  Systems of ODEs describing dynamics at 

multiple biological scales can sometimes be linked in a manner that allows system dynamics at 

multiple scales to be considered in a multi-scale model.  When possible, steady-state algebraic 

solutions to a system of ODEs describing the dynamics of a biological scale are incorporated 

into a system of ODEs describing another scale of the multi-scale biological model.  If the 

dynamics of a biological scale are very complex and there is no apparent exact algebraic steady-

state solution to the system, this scale can still be included in a multi-scale model by taking 

advantage of numerical integration techniques to gain insights into the solution space.  Although 

multi-scale mathematical modeling of biological systems can be a powerful technique for 

theoretical and computational biochemists, the accuracy of a multi-scale biological model is 

sensitive to the accuracy (and existence) of experimentally measured parameters as well as 

experimentally verified relationships between state variables.  

 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are now considered to be a well-established 

technique for exploring the dynamics of biomolecules.  To perform MD simulations, atomic 

structures usually obtained via x-ray crystallography or NMR are subjected to Newton’s 

equations of motion propagated for each atom in the structure using relatively short 

(~femtosecond) time-steps where forces do not change significantly.  For each time-step, the 

force active on each atom i is calculated from the gradient of the potential energy, Fi = 
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−∇!!(!), as determined by a molecular force field.  In these force fields, deviations from 

equilibrium bond lengths and angles are modeled as perturbations of harmonic springs.  Forces 

resulting from rotation about dihedral angles are accounted for via the addition of a periodicity 

term.  The non-bonded van der Waals forces are modeled by a Lennard-Jones “6-12” potential 

term.  Electrostatic interactions are accounted for in a Columbic term.  The summation of these 

energetic terms gives the total potential, V(r) as shown in the equation below: 

 

! ! = ! !! ! − !! !

!"#$%
+ !! θ − θ! !

!"#$%&
!+ ! !∅cos!(!∅ −

!"!!"#$%&
γ)

+ ! ε!"
!
r!"12 −

!
r!"6!"#!!"#!!""#$

!+ !!
!!!!
ε!!!"!"!#$%&'$($)#

 

 

When a molecular dynamics simulation achieves sufficient sampling, the resulting 

trajectory is said to be ergodic and representative of the ensemble of structures associated with 

the specified conditions of the MD simulation.  As the number of atoms in a hypothetical MD 

simulation is increased, additional degrees of freedom are added to the system, resulting in an 

increase in the computational expense needed to perform n time-steps.  Sometimes in large 

systems (such as SERCA imbedded in a phospholipid bilayer) which contain hundreds of 

thousands of atoms, advanced computational techniques such as parallelization and the use of 

graphical processing units (GPUs) for floating point calculations are necessary in order to 

obtain MD trajectories in the tens-to-hundreds of nanoseconds time-frame using available 

computational resources.  

Although the detailed description of protein dynamics gained from conventional 

molecular dynamics (CMD) simulations can be extremely useful in understanding potential 

mechanisms of protein or enzyme function, unfortunately many biochemically interesting 
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protein dynamics cannot be well-explored by CMD in systems that either contain a large 

number of atoms and/or proteins in systems that make use of long-timescale dynamical events. 

 

Accelerated molecular dynamics simulations 

 As mentioned in the above section, conformational sampling using CMD in large 

systems or systems that exhibit slow dynamics is normally limited by available computational 

resources. In order to explore the dynamics in such systems, it is necessary to achieve enhanced 

conformational sampling during the course of the MD simulation so that interesting dynamics 

can be observed in the resulting MD trajectory.  Fortunately, numerous methods of enhanced 

sampling have been developed.  One such method is accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD).  

When performing AMD simulations, the potential energy at each sampled conformation, V(r), 

is modified by the addition of a boost energy ∇!(!) when the energy falls below a cutoff E 

(Fig. 1-1). 

 

!∗ ! = ! ! ! ,! ! ≥ !
! ! + !∆! ! ,! ! < !  

∆! ! = ! − ! ! !

! + (! − ! ! ) 

 

Figure 1-1. Hypothetical two-dimensional representations of AMD potential energy surfaces for 
increasing values of α with the same cutoff, E. 
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The modified potential, V*(r), is raised and flattened based on the value of !, which 

increases the probability of transitions between low energy states.  The strength of the boost is 

determined by the depth of an energy well (the difference between E and V) as well as the 

‘tuning parameter” ! which modifies the overall extent of flattening.  The corrected canonical 

ensemble average of the AMD system can theoretically be obtained via reweighting each point 

by the strength of the Boltzmann factor of the bias energy, exp[!∆!(!)]. 

Although increasing the value of the boost energy increases conformational sampling of 

the system, “over-acceleration” may lead to poor statistics after reweighting because this causes 

high-energy conformations to be over-sampled.  Also, over-acceleration is known to induce 

abnormal loss of secondary structure in some protein systems and can cause simulated 

phospholipid bilayers to separate.  Therefore, it is necessary to sample a variety of acceleration 

factors in order to optimize AMD for each system being investigated.  

 

Molecular simulations and multi-scale mathematical modeling of biological systems 

In addition to molecular simulation methods such as CMD and AMD, multi-scale 

mathematical models are used to describe the proposed three-step process of Ca2+ diffusion from 

bulk solvent, recognition, and binding to the calcium-binding sites located in the transmembrane 

region of the SERCA Ca2+ pump in Chapter 2.  Utilizing coupled systems of ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs), multi-scale mathematical modeling is also used in a separate 

investigation (Chapter 4) to construct a detailed mathematical framework capable of predicting 

the efficacy of a hypothetical genetic therapy targeting HIV infection at the molecular, cellular, 

within-host, and epidemiological scales.   This mathematical framework can also be used to 

predict the efficacy of other hypothetical HIV interventions and could even be re-parameterized 

to track the viral dynamics of other retroviruses with the objective of predicting the efficacy of a 

hypothetical antiviral intervention.  In Chapter 3, another molecular simulation method 
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(Brownian dynamics) is also used to investigate electrostatic-mediated channeling of the 

charged intermediate dihydrofolate from the thymidylate-synthase active site to the 

dihydrofolate-reductase active site of the bifunctional DHFR-TS enzyme from Plasmodium 

falciparum, the protozoan species associated with the majority of malaria infections worldwide. 
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Chapter 2: Calcium Binding and Allosteric Signaling Mechanisms for 

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA) 

 

Abstract 

The sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA) is a membrane-bound pump that 

utilizes ATP to drive calcium ions from the myocyte cytosol against the higher calcium 

concentration in the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Conformational transitions associated with Ca2+-

binding are important to its catalytic function. We have identified collective motions that 

partition SERCA crystallographic structures into multiple catalytically-distinct states using 

principal component analysis. Using Brownian dynamics simulations, we demonstrate the 

important contribution of surface-exposed, polar residues in the diffusional encounter of Ca2+. 

Molecular dynamics simulations indicate the role of Glu309 gating in binding Ca2+, as well as 

subsequent changes in the dynamics of SERCA's cytosolic domains. Together these data 

provide structural and dynamical insights into a multistep process involving Ca2+ binding and 

catalytic transitions. 

 

Introduction 

The regulation of Ca2+ transport by ion channels, pumps, and exchangers is of crucial 

importance to excitation-contraction coupling in muscle cells. The sarcoplasmic reticulum 

Ca2+ATPase (SERCA) is a transmembrane (TM) Ca2+ pump that transports two Ca2+ into the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum from the cytosol through ATP-dependent conformational transitions. 

This transport process is characterized by four sequential catalytic states (E1, E1P, E2P, and E2) 

with each having a distinct conformation [1].  E1 comprise the cytosol-facing, Ca2+-free, and 

bound states (which we label as E1, E1(Ca), respectively); binding of ATP and subsequent 
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phosphorylation gives rise to the E1P state. E2P is obtained after the E1P state undergoes a 

transition that exposes bound Ca2+ to the SR lumen, after which liberation of the phosphate ion 

and Ca2+ to the lumen yields the E2 state. The pump finally exposes the empty Ca2+ ligand 

binding domain to the cytosol, whereby binding of cytosolic Ca2+ completes the cycle and 

returns SERCA to the E1 state. Understanding the E1→E1P transition thus provides insight into 

the calcium-dependent aspects of SERCA function during muscle relaxation. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance, Forster resonance energy transfer, and X-ray 

crystallography of the four catalytic states [1-5] of SERCA have identified several components 

involved in its catalytic activity. These include transmembrane (TM) bundle helices M1 to M10, 

which bind Ca2+, while the cytosolic domains N, P, and A are responsible for ATP binding and 

hydrolysis. (Fig. 2-1) [6]. Upon Ca2+and ATP binding, shifts in transmembrane helices M4 and 

M2, bending of M1, and closing of the A and N cytosolic domains are suggested to promote 

interchange between the E1(Ca) and the E1P states [1]; these studies have furthermore 

identified two Ca2+ binding pockets (site I and site II) and residues implicated in 

Ca2+ coordination. 
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Figure 2-1. a) Holo SERCA (PDB ID 1SU4) showing the N, A, and P domains as well as the 
transmembrane helices (teal). b) Transmembrane region of SERCA with important TM helices 
labeled. c) Holo SERCA (PDB ID 1SU4) with both Ca2+ ions bound (gray) surrounded by 
several coordinating residues (licorice representation). 
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Experiments and simulations have unveiled several key points regarding the 

cooperative binding of Ca2+. The first calcium is known to bind to site I, which is buried deep 

with the TM region, and is followed by a second calcium binding to site II, which is closest to 

the cytoplasm [7]. Binding of calcium to site I increases the calcium affinity of site II, 

whereupon binding of a second Ca2+ is necessary for ATP hydrolysis and continuation of the 

reaction cycle [1]. Simulations of Ca2+ binding to SERCA [8] also indicate that Ca2+ binds first 

at site I, then site II. Bridging site II and the cytoplasm are solvent-exposed acidic residues 

thought to be involved in Ca2+ gating (M4: E309), [9] or recognition (M1: E51, E55, E58, D59 

[10] and M2: D109 [11]) Fig. 2-1). Residues comprising the cytosolic loops between M6 and 

M7 (L67) as well as M8 and M9 (L89) have also been implicated in Ca2+ binding and ATP 

turnover and include D813, D815, and D818 [12]. However, it remains unclear to what extent 

these acidic residues are directly involved in Ca2+ gating and binding, and moreover, how this 

binding signal is communicated to the cytosolic domains responsible for ATP hydrolysis. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of SERCA have provided substantial insight into the 

relationship between protein structure and mechanisms of substrate binding, selectivity, and 

conformational motions. Simulations by Musgaard et al., [13] Huang et al., [8] and Costa et al., 

[14] have explored possible pathways of Ca2+ entry. Specifically, the regions near L67/L89 and 

M1/M2/M4 have been suggested as predominant pathways for Ca2+ binding, which we describe 

as L1 and L3, respectively (according to the convention in Huang et al.), based on MD and 

solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Other simulations have focused on the 

Ca2+ binding domain, thereby, uncovering the importance of particular coordination residues 

and their protonation states in stabilizing Ca2+ [15,16].  Additionally, a recent simulation [17] 

demonstrated coupling between Ca2+ binding and closing of the A and N domains associated 

with conversion between the E1(Ca) and E1P states. While these studies constitute substantial 

progress in clarifying the Ca2+-dependent steps of SERCA catalytic activity, the coupling 
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between bulk Ca2+ association with SERCA and subsequent catalytic activity has not been well-

explored. 

We sought to provide a comprehensive and quantitative picture that links Ca2+ binding 

to the protein with important conformational motions, taking into account the role of 

electrostatic interactions, diffusion into the binding site, and allosteric signaling of the A and N 

domains (Fig. 2-2). Here, we combine Brownian dynamics to probe Ca2+ binding to the outer 

SERCA surface, umbrella sampling to explore pathways leading from the SERCA surface to 

site II, and molecular dynamics (MD) to examine allosteric activity associated with 

Ca2+  binding. We focus in particular on the contributions of acidic surface residues along L3, in 

particular the role of the gating residue E309, which together we hypothesize serve as 

recognition residues for guiding Ca2+ association. 
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Figure 2-2. a) APBS-produced electrostatic map of apo SERCA (red = −3.0 kT/e, blue = +3.0 
kT/e). Brownian dynamics simulations were used to investigate cation binding to the L3 region 
of SERCA. b) Umbrella sampling simulations were used to model the cation moving from the 
protein/solvent/lipid boundary to approximately 10 Å deep within the TM region where Ca2+ 
binding-site II is located. c) Upon Ca2+ binding, a gradual motion of the N and A cytosolic 
domains was observed in MD simulations. 
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Results 

Diffusion-limited binding of Ca2+ to the SERCA molecular surface 

We hypothesized that Ca2+ binding proceeds as a two-step process: (1) diffusion of 

Ca2+ from the bulk to the interface between solvent and the binding channel; (2) subsequent 

diffusion within the binding channel to the site II binding site. To investigate the first step, we 

used Browndye to estimate the Ca2+ association rate, kon, to the Ca2+-free (apo) E1 state. These 

results are reported in Table 1-1. We chose reaction coordinates based on association with D813 

of L1 and E309 of L3, as these residues border the postulated Ca2+ entryways or “vestibules.” 

E309 is of special interest, as it both borders site II and the vestibule just outside site II along 

the L3 pathway. We did not observe any association events near L1, which we believe was due 

to the small spacing between the lipid and cytosolic domain comprising L1, as well as the 

presence of a positively charged residue nearby (K329). For the L3 site, however, we found 

significant accumulation near the L3 site that yielded a predicted Ca2+ association rate, kon, of 

3.4 ± 0.04 × 109 M−1s−1 at a physiological ionic strength of 0.15 M (see Supporting Information, 

reference [18]). To examine the role of favorable electrostatic interactions between Ca2+ and the 

negatively charged residues of the L3 vestibule, we computed kon with ionic strengths ranging 

from 0.05–2.00 M. First, we found that kon decreases with increasing ionic strength (7.9 × 

109 down to 1.41 × 109) as is expected for electrostatically-driven, diffusion-limited reactions. 

Second, we found that kon at physiological ionic strength was nearly two-orders of magnitude 

greater (0.06 × 109 M−1s−1) than at high ionic strength (200 M), where electrostatic interactions 

are substantially shielded, using adaptive Poisson Boltzmann Solver (APBS). 

 

Post-encounter incorporation of Ca2+ into the binding site 
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Considerable evidence suggests that Ca2+ binds SERCA in a cooperative manner [19].  

One prominent model for sequential calcium binding implicates the rearrangement of D800, 

which links site I and site II, to enhance the affinity of site II for Ca2+ following binding at site I 

[1].  Here, we complement studies, in which the binding of Ca2+ to site I was explored, to 

examine the role of residues lining the L3 binding pathway in facilitating the incorporation of 

bulk Ca2+ into site II. To this end, we estimated the pathway from bulk solvent toward D800 of 

the binding site using POcket Volume MEasurer (POVME) (Fig. 2-3), as D800 is the primary 

residue bridging sites I and II that coordinates both Ca2+ ions. POVME approximates the shape 

of a binding domain by placing spheres around a user-defined region and culling those that 

clash with the protein [20]; as such, it can identify potential pathways bridging the protein 

exterior and binding domain. We considered the free space around D800 and with POVME, we 

identified a region that connects site II with the protein exterior corresponding to the L3 binding 

pathway suggested by Huang et al. and others [8,13,14].  Based on this analysis, it appears that 

the L3 vestibule is relatively open, but as one approaches E309, the solvent-accessible volume 

constricts to a very narrow (diameter of approximately 2 Å) and nearly linear pathway leading 

to site II. For the L1 case, we were unable to find a pathway that led to incorporation of the ion, 

as the region about Y763 bridging the L1 vestibule and site I appears to be too tightly packed, in 

contrast to findings from Huang et al [8]. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that 

Huang's simulation realized an opening of this region that permitted solvent exchange between 

L1 and calcium binding site I. 
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Figure 2-3. Top view of SERCA trans-membrane domain with L1 and L3 binding pathways and 
sites I and II Ca2+ coordination sites. Tyr 763 is represented with space-filling spheres.  Green 
spheres were generated via POVME. 
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The accumulation of Ca2+ near the polar residues of L3 from Brownian dynamics (BD) 

simulations suggests the involvement of these residues in providing access to the TM binding 

domain. We examined conformations of the L3 residues E51, E55, D59, and E309 and found 

that only E309 assumes distinctly different distributions in the apo and holo states (Supporting 

Information, reference [18]). In the apo form, E309 peaks at approximately 180 degrees, 

corresponding to a conformation pointing toward the bulk solvent. In this conformation, E309 is 

in nearly continuous contact with the protonated E58 (see Supporting Information, [18]) and 

provides favorable electrostatic interactions with solvated cations. In the holo form, E309 shifts 

to −70 degrees (toward the binding site), where it forms a known coordination interaction with 

Ca2+ in site II. In contrast, we found that other charged residues, namely E51, E55, and D59, 

tend to freely rotate in both the apo and holo states without any clear conformational preference 

and are thus unlikely to play an active role in Ca2+ assimilation. 

To investigate the ease of diffusion into site II along the approximately 12 Å-long L3 

pathway, we estimate the Potential of Mean Force (PMF) along a reaction path leading from the 

bulk to the site II region. The trajectory, ψ(x), consists of a linear path determined from 

POVME beginning at D800 (ψ(x) = 2 Å) and ending in the bulk (ψ(x) = 26 Å). The PMF was 

determined from umbrella sampling using 0.5 Å window sizes; values are reported relative to 

the minimum potential value at a favorable D800/Ca2+coordination distance (ψ(x) ≈ 4 Å). Far 

from the binding site, the PMF was nearly constant at 2.0 to 2.5 kcal/mol, but decreased by 

almost 1.5 kcal/mol as ψ(x) approached a 7 Å separation from D800. At ψ ≈ 6 Å we note a 

small barrier (≈ 0.5 kcal/mol) that we attribute to the formation of a bidentate interaction 

between Ca2+ and the E309 carbonyl side chain. In this configuration, we note the loss of one 

water molecule in the Ca2+ hydration shell, as illustrated in the Supporting Information movie. 

As ψ(x) decreased from 6 Å, E309 rapidly flipped between the binding site and solvent-exposed 

conformations. The binding site-facing orientation of E309 toward D800 promoted binding of 
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Ca2+ via mono-dentate and bidentate interactions, respectively and thus forming the bound state, 

shown in Fig. 2-4b: 

 

Figure 2-4. a) Potential of mean force corresponding to translation of Ca2+ from bulk (ψ(x) = 18 
Å) to the bound conformation with D800 (ψ(x) = 2 Å). b) Figure showing gating of E309 with 
Ca2+ in purple space-filling spheres. 
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Based on our findings that E309 appears to switch conformations as Ca2+ approaches 

site II, we sought to characterize its gating rate as a function of Ca2+ position. To this end, we 

identified two E309 conformational states based on our observations and the convention in  (1) 

a closed state oriented toward the binding site with a Cα/Cβ angle of −70 degrees, which is 

typical of the holo enzyme and (2) an open state, typical of the apo configuration, with 

a Cα/Cβ angle of 180 degrees, that points the carboxylic acid toward the L3 vestibule [21]. In 

Figure 2-5, we assign 1 (blue) when E309 assumes the open state, and 0 when closed. We find 

that when Ca2+ is far from the binding site (measured by Ca2+/D800 distance in red), E309 was 

predominantly open (open probability, p0, of nearly 80%), while exchanges between the open 

and closed states were very fast (nearly on the order of 1 ns). These data imply that there is a 

small energetic barrier to rotation between the two states. As Ca2+ approaches D800, the 

distribution rapidly changes and nearly entirely favors the closed state, especially after 

Ca2+ associates with E309 at t = 38 ns. 
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Figure 2-5. Plot of distance between Ca2+ and D800 of the bound configuration (red) versus 
E309 open/closed state.  E309 is considered open when its Cα /Cβ angle is approximately -50 
degrees. 
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Structure and dynamics of E1 and E1(Ca) 

Collective motions 

To investigate the extent to which Ca2+ binding promotes conformational changes 

leading to E1P, we examined SERCA conformational motions linking the E1(Ca) and E1P 

states via MD. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based on all available crystal structures 

separated 96% of structural variation into three principle modes, of which Principal Component 

1 (PC1) and Principal Component 2 (PC2) captured 86% of the variance (Supporting 

Information, Figure S4, [18]). The crystal structures were partitioned into four tightly clustered, 

well-separated states; each cluster exclusively contained structures belonging to a specific 

catalytic state (E1, E1P, E2, and E2P). The first principal component (PC) primarily describes 

the transition between the E2 and E1(Ca) catalytic states (Fig. 2-6). The primary conformational 

motions involve an approximately 110 degree rotation of the cytosolic A domain in E2 structure 

parallel to the plane of the membrane and concurrent tilting of the cytosolic N domain away 

from the central TM bundle.  PC1 also includes the straightening of helix M1. Helix M1 is bent 

along the plane of the bilayer in E2 but straightens to be nearly perpendicular to the plane of the 

bilayer in the E1(Ca) structure. Bundle motions were comparatively smaller, with the most 

obvious movement restricted to M5 progression toward M6. The second principal component 

(PC2) describes the transition between the E1(Ca) state and the E1P catalytic state, whereby the 

cytosolic domains A and N undergo a closing motion. This component corresponds to the A 

domain rotating perpendicular to the plane of the membrane with movement of the N domain 

toward the TM bundle. Together, these principal components correspond to large-scale 

collective motions that readily partition crystallographic SERCA data into catalytically-relevant 

states and comprise a relevant basis for characterizing our MD simulations. 
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Figure 2-6. a) PC1 linking E2 and E1 states. b) PC2 linking E1 and E1P structures. 
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We performed four CMD simulations (run1: 2 × 75 ns and run2: 2 × 45 ns) and two 

AMD simulations (AMD: 2 × 225 ns) of the apo and holo states to investigate dynamic 

consequences of Ca2+ binding. As the closing motion identified by PC2 is a known requirement 

for E1P formation upon Ca2+ binding, we projected our molecular dynamics simulation data 

along this component (and PC1) to determine the extent to which we sample the E1→E1P 

transition (Fig. 2-7). We found that for two of the three independent apo cases, the trajectories 

progressed along the negative PC2 direction away from the E1P state, and to some extent along 

the negative PC1 direction toward the E2 state. In contrast, the holo cases consistently 

approached the E1P state along PC2 and away from the E1(Ca) crystal structures. 
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Figure 2-7. PCA projections of 75 ns conventional MD run 1 (top), 45 ns conventional MD 
(middle), and 225 ns AMD (bottom) simulations of (a,c) apo and (b,d) holo states. PC2 (y axis) 
and PC1 (x axis) separate crystallographic data into distinct regions: E1(green), E1P (blue), E2P 
(black) and E2 (red). 
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To gain insight into the domain motions underlying the E1�E1P transition, we 

examined the root mean squared deviations (RMSD) corresponding to the A, N, and P cytosolic 

domains, as well as the TM bundle from the conventional and accelerated MD simulations (Fig. 

2-8). We consistently found that the N domain is the most mobile region of the protein with 

RMSDs in excess of 20 Å for some cases, while A is similarly mobile with ranges from 5–10 Å. 

The P domain, however, was found to be more mobile in the apo cases (run2 and amd have 

RMSDs around 5 Å), while all holo cases report substantially lower RMSDs (<3 Å with minor 

excursions). We also discovered that for the apo case in which the P domain moved 

comparatively little (run 1), considerable progress was made along PC2 toward E1P, in contrast 

to the other apo cases (run2 and aMD) (Supporting Information, Table 3). 
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Figure 2-8. Overall RMSD for domains A,N, and P (a,c,e) apo and (b,d,f) holo configurations. 
Rows correspond to CMD run 1 (a,b), CMD run 2 (c,d) and AMD run (e,f). Plots are colored 
according to cytosolic domains A (red), N (green), P (blue), and bundle helices (purple).  
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Residue dynamics 

To investigate whether these large-scale conformational motions are accompanied by 

localized changes in the dynamics of individual domains, we examined the root mean squared 

fluctuations (RMSF) in the apo and holo states (Fig. 2-9). Independent of Ca2+, we report large 

RMSF values indicating that the cytosolic domains A (red), N (green), and P (blue), as well as 

the cytosol-exposed TM bundle loops (L12, L34, L67 and L89) were relatively mobile 

compared to the rigid TM bundle (purple). Among the TM loops, the L67, and L89 (black) 

bordering the hypothesized L1 binding pathway, were comparatively more rigid than the 

L12/L34 loops along the L3 binding pathway. These findings are in agreement with Costa et al. 

[14], although in contrast, Huang et al. [8] found that L67 was quite mobile; the discrepancy is 

very likely due to the difference in simulation lengths and sensitivity to initial conditions. Upon 

binding Ca2+, we observe consistent increases in RMSF for A domain (red, +15–35% change in 

RMSF over amino acids in domain) and bundle loop L34 (+10–50%) across all holo simulations 

(See Supporting Information, Fig. S5 in [18]). While large changes were also noted for the N 

domain (green, >10%) and the loops linking the bundle and cytosolic domains (gray, >5–15%), 

both increases and decreases were observed without any clear correspondence to the apo versus 

holo states. Thus, while little change in fluctuations was noted within the bundle where 

Ca2+ binds, it is apparent that binding allosterically impacts the dynamics of distant regions of 

the protein. 
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Figure 2-9. RMSF distribution for (a) apo and (b) holo based on CMD run1 simulation. 
Residues are colored according to cytosolic domains A (red), N (green), P (blue), cytosolic 
loops (gray/yellow), bundle helices (purple), and bundle loops (black).  
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Discussion 

Diffusion-limited Ca2+ binding 

Brownian dynamics studies reveal that Ca2+ binding is diffusion-limited, guided by 

electrostatic interactions and impacted by E309 gating.  Other studies [17,19] reported apparent 

equilibrium constants ranging from 0.32 to 2.3 µM for several SERCA isoforms; 

assuming koff is roughly 0.1 s−1 [22] these equilibrium constants suggest kon could range from 

1.2 × 106 and 5 × 108 M−1s−1. While our predictions of 3.13 × 109 M−1s−1 are within the 

diffusion-limited regime, they are between one and three orders of magnitude faster than 

experimental estimates. Nevertheless, the very fast association rate suggests the importance of 

strong electrostatic interactions between SERCA and Ca2+, which is a common mechanism for 

achieving large diffusion-limited rates in a variety of enzyme reactions [23].  

The contribution of favorable electrostatic interactions is evidenced by the 

accumulation of BD Ca2+ trajectories near the negatively-charged region at L3 (particularly at 

E51, E55, E58, D59, E109 in agreement with [10,13].  Furthermore, we showed that kon at 

physiologically-relevant ionic strength is nearly two-orders of magnitude faster than when a 

purely hypothetical ionic strength is used to nullify the electrostatic interactions. We considered 

the possibility that the electrostatic driving force might vary due to the highly mobile charged 

amino acids or the occasional lipid head-group diffusing toward the binding pathway, and these 

variations may partially explain the discrepancy between our predictions and experimental 

estimates of kon. However, we obtained very similar Brownian dynamics association rates using 

a multitude of SERCA structures, which suggests that the long-ranged electrostatic driving 

force is relatively insensitive to the SERCA conformational state or lipid configuration. 

Therefore, we believe the disparity between our predicted and experimentally 

observed kon estimates may in fact be due to post-encounter effects occurring after the initial 
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association of Ca2+ with the SERCA exterior. One potential post-encounter effect, gated access 

to site II via E309 suggested by experimental [10,13] and computational studies [16], may 

partially account for the difference between theoretical and experimental estimates of kon. 

According to [24], the impact of a gated binding site on the observed association rate, kon,obs, can 

be estimated by comparison of the gating rate, ω, to the characteristic diffusion time of the 

substrate, τd, to escape the binding site. If ω ≫ τ , a fast limit is obtained in 

which kon,obs = kon; for ω ≪ τ  a slow limit is obtained, in which the association rate is 

weighted by the probability that the gate assumes the holo configuration, ph (kon,obs = ph kon). 

Assuming for simplicity a diffusion constant of D = 7.7 cm2/s for a bare Ca2+ ion and an escape 

distance one Debye length x ≈ 7 Å (1× 10−7 cm), we might anticipate τd ≈ 10 ns using x2 = 

6Dτd, which places our system within an order of magnitude of the slow-gating regime. 

Combining the estimated holo probability (ph = 1 − po ≈ 20%) and the slight PMF barrier (0.5 

kcal/mol) could reduce our kon by an order of magnitude and within experimental estimates. 

Numerical estimation of the local diffusion constant would be necessary to more adequately 

describe the binding kinetics and is the subject of further inquiry. Additional considerations, 

such as including polarization effects due to Ca2+, and assessment of the entropic change during 

the dehydration of Ca2+, could also significantly impact estimations of kon. 

 

Binding pathways 

M6/M7 (L1) [12,25] and M1 (L3) [10] have been proposed as potential pathways in 

early MD studies [7,14].  However, recently Musgaard et al. [13] provide convincing 

electrostatic and molecular dynamics evidence that only L3 supports binding. Our studies 

confirm their findings, and also demonstrate that ligand-dependent E309 gating is further 

involved in Ca2+ entry. Based on BD results, the accumulation of Ca2+ near L3 and not L1 

suggests the possibility that only the former supports cation association, in agreement with 
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findings from Musgaard et al [13]. To further rule out the possibility of Ca2+ entry via L1, we 

examined solvent exchange into L3 and L1 from our MD studies as a probe for Ca2+ entry and 

found the water exchanges more freely at L3 than L1 (data not shown). We attribute this to two 

factors: (1) there is a significant deformation of the lipid bilayer near L3 found in this study and 

others [26,27] that provides a larger interfacial area for solvent entry and (2) the relatively rigid 

L67/L89 regions evidenced by RMSF constitutes a restrictive gateway to solvent exchange. 

These findings, together with our POVME calculations showing no clear pathway between L1 

and site I, challenge the idea of L1 serving as a Ca2+ binding route in absence of substantial 

rearrangement. Nevertheless, it is possible that ions with smaller effective radii or coordination 

shells could diffuse into or out of L67/L89, such as the proton release from E309/E771 

preceding the E1→E1P transition [13].  

For Ca2+ binding at L3, the ion must diffuse from the solvent-exposed vestibule toward 

the buried Ca2+ binding site. Our estimates of the PMF along this pathway (from just prior to 

association with E309) suggest favorable electrostatic interactions between Ca2+ and the 

negatively-charged residues lining the L3 region facilitate Ca2+ entry. Impeding binding, 

however, is a barrier between the L3 vestibule and site II where E309/Ca2+ interactions 

predominate. The barrier characterized in this study involves both a rotation of the E309 

χ1 angle and a reduction in the water coordination number of Ca2+. In our simulations, the 

energetic cost of dehydrating Ca2+ in order to traverse the narrow binding region underneath 

E309 appears to be offset by the bidentate coordination of Ca2+ with the carboxylic acid. These 

findings could explain why E309Q [21] and E309D [22] increase Ca2+ dissociation, as E309Q 

could disrupt Ca2+ coordination and E309D could widen the pore leading out of site II. Thus, 

these factors together could constitute a filter selective for Ca2+ relative to K+ and Mg2+. 

Investigating the interplay between E309 gating rates and PMFs associated with K+, Ca2+, and 

Mg2+ entry may provide further insight into this phenomenon. 
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Site I residues serve an important role for stabilizing Ca2+ within site II, particularly 

when already occupied by the first bound Ca2+. In particular, site I bound Ca2+ orients the D800 

backbone carbonyl oxygen toward the site II binding site, thereby presenting a necessary 

coordination oxygen for site II Ca2+ binding. While we expect the potential of mean force near 

ψ = 0 Å to vary depending on whether site I is occupied by Ca2+, we do not expect the 

electrostatic component to the PMF to change considerably beyond ψ = 2 Å, therefore, our 

estimates of the E309 gating rate and diffusional encounter of Ca2+ should be comparable. We 

base this speculation on the abundance and relative mobility of charged amino acids in site I, 

which would likely screen the strong positive charge of a bound Ca2+. We believe this 

speculation is in line with findings from Musgaard et al [13], who showed that cation 

accumulation in the binding region is found in both their apo and bound states, therefore, 

evidencing a similar electrostatic field near the binding region. Nevertheless, local variations, 

such as differences in the relative order of M4 between the E2 and E1(Ca) states [14], could 

impose additional steric barriers to Ca2+ diffusion. 

 

Protein dynamics 

It is apparent from crystallographic data that Ca2+ binding to the apo E1 state induces 

conformational changes that promote formation of the ATP-bound E1P state. Our data 

underestimate this conformational change, yet nevertheless demonstrate that binding of Ca2+ 

alters loop and cytosolic domain dynamics. While we found that the motions of the cytosolic 

domains varied considerably between simulations, we found trends that could explain the 

effects of Ca2+ binding. One particularly interesting trend is the correlation between motion of 

the P domain and progression toward E2, whereas motion along PC2 toward E1P seems to 

occur spontaneously when the P-domain is immobile. As the P domain is consistently immobile 

in the Ca2+ state, and mobile for two of the three apo simulations, it is possible that Ca2+ binding 
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shifts the equilibrium between P-mobile and P-fixed states and thus increases the likelihood of 

progressing toward the E1P state relative to the apo state. Interestingly, we also observed that 

the most probable conformation indicated by principal component (PC) space was somewhat 

distinct from the crystal structures suggesting that the stable A/N distance is smaller than the 

crystal structure, as concluded from fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

experiments [2].  Hence, the structural data obtained from x-ray crystallography may benefit 

from inquiry into the dynamics underlying SERCA function that is afforded by MD simulation 

and dynamical measurements such as FRET and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). 

This MD study and that of Espinoza-Fonseca et al. [17] also consistently found that 

Ca2+ binding alters the dynamics of the cytosolic domains in the absence of major bundle 

rearrangement. As such, it is possible that they contribute an entropic driving force toward 

conversion to the E1P state upon ATP hydrolysis, which would help explain its temperature-

dependence [9]. An additional contribution of enhanced motion of the cytosolic domains toward 

E1P via immobilization of the P domain is the promotion of ATP binding by decreasing the 

distance between domain A and D351 of domain P, thus enabling the latter's phosphorylation 

[17].  Upon ATP binding, sufficient free energy would be provided to promote substantial 

bundle rearrangement that ultimately stabilizes the E1P structure. This stepwise-interpretation 

would explain why there is an estimated millisecond timescale for the E1→E1P transition 

observed experimentally [28], despite possible sub-microsecond A/N closing dynamics 

observed in MD studies [17]. 

As a whole, we did not observe significant rearrangements of bundle helices upon 

Ca2+ binding. We anticipated that in absence of Ca2+, the disordered region of M4 near E309 

reported in the E1 state would reform the alpha helix found in E2 upon binding as was assumed 

in the MD study from [14].  We instead found that M4 remained disordered, which we propose 

facilitates the transfer of Ca2+ from the binding vestibule into site II via E309. It is possible that 
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protonation of E309 and E771, as expected in the E2 state [9], may be required to reestablish 

the helical region in the disordered region about E309. 

Despite little change in the structure of M4, we found the magnitude of fluctuations 

(RMSF) for the L34 loop was increased in the holo state. Based on the enhanced cytosolic 

domain and loop mobility in absence of bundle rearrangement, we postulate that one effect of 

Ca2+ binding is that the TM bundle is locked in place, thereby promoting a redistribution of 

vibrational motion to the cytosolic domains. Shifting of fluctuations upon substrate binding has 

been observed in other systems by NMR [29] and simulation [30], and may constitute a 

common mechanism of allosteric signaling. As M4 has been postulated as a transducer of the 

signal between the Ca2+ binding site and phosphorylation regions of the P-domain [1,31], it is 

possible that enhanced fluctuations of L34 may allosterically contribute to dynamics along PC1 

and PC2 by modulating P domain mobility. In contrast, L67 and L89 were found to be quite 

rigid, which may help lock the TM bundle with the P domain and thereby promote progression 

toward E1P. Disrupting this lock might then be expected to reduce ATPase turnover, as was 

observed by [12] for L67 at the D813, D815, and D818 positions. Overall, however, changes in 

SERCA conformational dynamics due to Ca2+ are anticipated to be small relative to those 

induced by ATP binding [32]. 

 

Limitations 

In this study, we chose an apo state based on removal of Ca2+ from the E1(Ca) structure, 

in line with [17,27]. Experimental data suggest that at least one additional choice of apo state 

may be possible [12,33]. In [33], Trp quenching was measured during sequential binding of 

Ca2+, which suggested a conformational difference between the E1(Ca) and E1 free states. 

Specifically, the data suggest that binding of Ca2+ to site I does not change the fluorescence 

signal, whereas site II binding leads to a drop indicative of a conformational change that might 
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not be apparent in our model choice. However, we believe it is reasonable to anticipate that 

fluorescence does not give a strong indication of the amplitude of such conformational changes 

[2].  Furthermore, it is not clear from the experiment, which TM Trp were impacted by the 

conformational change, and whether these changes are evidence of differences in the L3 binding 

vestibule considered in our study. Given that the nearest Trp to site II is 12 angstroms from the 

L3 vestibule, and the other eleven Trp are toward the periphery of the bundle, it is equally 

possible that quenching indicates distant conformational changes not pertinent to the 

Ca2+ binding domains. In our opinion, there is not sufficient evidence to rule out our choice of 

model. 

One possibility to reconcile the apparent contradiction between our model and the 

Lenoir experiment is that several apo states are in thermodynamic equilibrium, and the 

population of these states is dependent on pH and Mg2+, which are important factors in SERCA 

turnover. Binding of Ca2+ then, may shift this population to favor the E1(Ca) state, similar to 

what had been endorsed by Winters et al. [2] for the cytosolic SERCA domains. Thus, our 

starting point with the E1(Ca) state could represent one of the possible states for Ca2+ binding. 

In fact, we believe that our model may be the most representative conformational under 

physiological conditions, based on findings from Inesi et al. [9] In this study, it is suggested that 

deprotonation of E309 and E776 favors conversion to the E1 state, even in absence of Ca2+ 

binding, in contrast to the findings of Lenoir et al. [33]. One difference between the preparations 

is that the Lenoir experiment was conducted in Mg2+ free conditions, whereas Inesi appeared to 

use 3 mM Mg2+, which is a more representative concentration in physiological systems. 

Therefore, the findings of [33] might not be universal and thus it is our opinion that a change in 

SERCA protonation state, as done by us and argued by others [17], should be adequate to 

represent the apo structure. 
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It is further possible that the apo state might bear closer resemblance to the E2 structure 

as opposed to the E1(Ca). We note that in [13], the E2 (3NAL) structure was used as a starting 

point for apo simulations to explore cation binding pathways toward (but not into) sites I and II. 

Here, the authors state that the E2 structure corresponds to the conformation just prior to Ca2+ 

binding in which the binding sites are occluded. Comparison of the E2 and E1(Ca) structures 

suggest that the M4 helix unwinds near the Ca2+ binding domain and M1 straightens. As the E2 

structure does not bind cytosolic calcium (see Figure 4 in [13]), whereas the E1(Ca) does, we 

believe it is plausible that M4 and M1 require rearrangement before Ca2+ may be bound. Indeed 

our PC analysis indicates that the majority of conformational motion linking the E2 and E1(Ca) 

state owes to the cytosolic domains and these helices, though preliminary simulations with the 

E2 structure did not indicate significant motion of these components. As we do not anticipate 

that the E1 apo state would be drastically different from all other known SERCA 

crystallographic structures, we believe it is likely that the conformational changes due to 

sequential binding of Ca2+ to prevent open exchange of site I Ca2+ with solvent may be subtle 

and are thus not likely to influence our modeling of Ca2+ association and protein dynamics to a 

large degree. 

 

Summary and conclusions 

Our study explores Ca2+ binding as a three stage binding model consisting of (1) rapid 

binding of ion to the SERCA exterior, (2) fast entrance of the ion into the binding site via L3 

and 3) slow time-scale reorganization of binding site that initializes allosteric signaling to the 

cytosolic domains (Fig. 2-2). Diffusion-limited, electrostatically-driven binding of Ca2+ to the 

SERCA surface is supported by kinetic measurements [28,31] and our 

simulated  kon  experiments. The role of negatively charged amino acids in L3 and especially 
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E309 in escorting surface-bound Ca2+ to the binding site is supported by mutagenesis studies, 

[21] as well as our PMF simulations. The development of an allosteric signal between the TM 

region and the cytosolic domains upon Ca2+ binding is supported by FRET studies [2,34] of M4 

and M6, as well as our MD data and in particular, differences in RMSF between apo and holo 

states. 

We believe these analyses complement those of Espinoza et al. and provide additional 

insight into the basis of conformational motion due to the presence of Ca2+ in the calcium 

binding sites. Namely, we found that that free movement of the P domain tends to lead to 

propagation toward the E2 state, whereas reduced movement of P domain leads to the ATP 

bound state. Binding of Ca2+ was consistently found to reduce P-domain movement. Moreover, 

by performing several calculations, we show that dynamics of the receptor change significantly, 

and suggest that a single trajectory may be one of many possible pathways. 

This model may constitute a general allosteric mechanism governing the P-type ATPase 

family, of which SERCA is a representative member. Furthermore, our model opens doors for 

strategies for controlling SERCA activity including mutation of uncharged surface residues to 

acidic residues to further increase kon and modification of bundle and cytosolic residues to 

modulate allosteric signaling. 

 

Methods 

Molecular Dynamics 

The Ca2+-bound (holo E1(Ca) SERCA state, PDB id 1SU4) was obtained from the 

RCSB Protein Databank; the Ca2+-free state (holo) was obtained by removal of the two 

coordinated Ca2+ ions. ProPka [35] was used to assign protonation states to the ionizable 

residues. Following reference [16], E58 and E908 were protonated for the holo state; E771 and 
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D800 were protonated in the apo state in accordance with reference [36]. Based on references 

[9] and [37], E309 is deprotonated to simulate the E1(Ca) state. Thus, we elected to remove the 

Ca2+ ions from the holo enzyme and allow sufficient reorganization of the protein using 

molecular dynamics. Indeed, our simulations reveal conformational changes near the calcium 

binding domains upon removal of Ca2+, predominantly involving E309. The soundness of this 

approach was demonstrated in [17], in which the Ca2+-dependent, catalytically-relevant motions 

of the SERCA cytosolic domains were examined in the presence and absence of Ca2+. 

The psfgen package in visual molecular dynamics (VMD) [38] was used to apply 

patches for ionizable residues and also for disulfide bonds between C636-C675 and C876-C888. 

The structure was inserted into a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipid bilayer 

of dimension 140 × 140 angstroms with 483 POPC molecules using the VMD 1.9 Membrane 

Builder Tool. TIP3P solvent molecules were added to the space above and below the POPC 

lipid bilayer around the protein. 0.15M equivalents of K+ and Cl- were added to neutralize the 

system and resemble typical intracellular concentrations of the electrolyte. The CHARMM27 

force field with NBFIX [39] was used for parameterization of all atoms. The system was 

partially equilibrated using NAMD 2.8b3 [40] with all atoms fixed except for the lipid tails that 

were allowed to melt at 310 K. Next, 1000 2 fs steps of additional equlibration were performed 

with only the protein fixed. The system was then equilibrated with no fixed atoms at constant 

pressure for 0.5 ns prior to production conventional (CMD) and accelerated (AMD) MD runs. 

Production CMD and AMD simulations were performed with an NVT ensemble using a 2 fs 

timestep and periodic boundary conditions; 12.0 Å cutoffs were used for non-bonded terms, and 

tolerance, interpolation order and grid spacing were set to 1 × 10-6, 4, and 1.0 Å, respectively, 

for the Particle-Mesh Ewald algorithm [41].  AMD simulations utilized the dihedral-boost 

method [42] implemented in NAMD 2.8b3, with a threshold dihedral energy value of 35,100 

kcal/mol and acceleration factor α = 1,820 kcal/mol. All other preparations follow from the 
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conventional MD simulations. For this study we refer to three sets of simulations: CMD run1 (2 

× 75 ns for apo and holo configurations), CMD run 2 (2 × 45 ns) and AMD (2 × 225 ns). 

 

Principal component analysis 

Principal component analysis of all homologous SERCA pump structures 

(approximately 40 structures with ≥ 70% sequence identity) was performed using Bio3D [43].  

Bio3D identified an invariant core, which refers to the set of atoms with the smallest variation 

across available crystal structures. This invariant core was predominantly comprised of P-

domain residues (620–624, 636–642, 653, 654, 657–667, 669–671, 674–678, 683, 686–692, 

696–699) and a small loop region spanning M4 and the N domain (347–352). All structures 

were aligned to the invariant core for subsequent PCA. For convenience, we have summarized 

the key SERCA domains and their constituent amino acids in Supporting Information Table 2. 

 

POVME 

POVME v1.1.0 [20] was used to determine the solvent accessible volume around the 

L1 and L3 vestibules. The pocket-encompassing region was computed using an initial set of 

spheres at 0.5 Å intervals within 30 Å of E309 of L3 and D813. Spheres in this region that 

intersected with the protein were culled by using a padding radius of 1.4 Å. Using VMD, we 

displayed the remaining spheres with VDW radii of 1.4 Å and identified connected sets of 

spheres bridging the protein exterior and E309/D813. 

 

BrownDye 

BrownDye [44] was used for Brownian dynamics simulations of Ca2+ binding to 

SERCA structures generated from MD. We selected ten structures to determine if the kon rates 

were dependent on conformation. We included explicit lipids in these simulations from the MD-
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equilibrated structures, as they prevented spurious diffusion of Ca2+ into the TM bundle where 

the lipid-bilayer would typically be found. PDB2PQR [45] using the CHARMM27 [39] force 

field for atomic charges and radii was used to generate APBS input. APBS v1.2.1 [46] was used 

to compute the electrostatic potential using the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation 

assuming an ionic strength of 150 mM. 500,000 simulation trajectories were used to 

determine kon association rates according to the NAM algorithm [47]. BrownDye assumes a 

spherical reaction geometry for which kon scales as 4 π D R, where D is the diffusion constant 

and R is the radius of the reacting sphere. For a planar geometry with a reacting disk of radius 

R, kon scales as 4 D R [24].  Therefore, we anticipate a factor of π error in the predicted kon s. 

 

Umbrella Sampling 

A truncated version of the SERCA site II was created by selecting all contiguous 

residues within 10 Å of E309, including residues 47–60 (M1), 98–112 (M2), 300–315 (M4), 

758–771 (M5), and 790–807 (M6). Our choice of truncation was based on the observation that 

these helices changed insignificantly over the course of our simulations. Hence, a truncated 

system for which the helices are constrained to their average position constitutes a suitable 

model for potential of mean force calculations, similar to the protocol described in reference 

[48]. While bilayer lipids border the exterior of the L3 vestibule, they do not appear to enter the 

L3 vestibule where the PMF calculations are performed; rather, their contribution is included in 

the BrownDye calculations. We defined our reaction coordinate in 0.5 Å intervals along L3 

based on the connected set of spheres yielded by POVME; this linear trajectory led from the 

bound configuration (single ion) to an arbitrary region in the solvent (22 Å separation). For the 

bound configuration, we chose coordination with D800 in site II, since experimental studies [7] 

indicate that site I binding precedes site II, and D800 is the primary residue that bridges the site 

I and site II. For each window, the ion was constrained to the appropriate position using a force 
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constant of 10.0 kcal/mol, and then equilibrated for 2 ns. Statistics were collected for 6.0 ns per 

window following equilibration. PMF determination followed from application of the WHAM 

protocol (26 bins, 310K), including 50 Monte Carlo trials for bootstrap analysis of statistical 

error. 

 

Trajectory Analysis 

The Bio3D [43] package was used to analyze MD trajectories. MD trajectories were 

projected along the first and second PCs identified from the available crystal structures and 

hierarchically clustered according to the Mahalanobis distance in PC space. The top ten 

structures were selected for estimation of diffusion-limited Ca2+ binding rate. 

 

Table 1-1. Predicted kon Values at Various Ionic Strengths 
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Chapter 3: Electrostatic channeling in P.falciparum DHFR-TS: Brownian 

dynamics and continuum modeling 

 

Abstract 

We perform Brownian dynamics simulations and continuum modeling of the 

bifunctional Plasmodium falciparum dihydrofolate reductase−thymidylate synthase 

(P.falciparum DHFR-TS) with the objective of understanding the electrostatic channeling of 

dihydrofolate generated at the TS active site to the DHFR active site. The results of Brownian 

dynamics simulations and continuum models suggest that compared to L. major DHFR-TS, P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS has a lower but significant electrostatic-mediated channeling efficiency 

(~15% - 25%) at physiological pH (7.0) and ionic strength (150mM). We also find that 

removing the electric charges from key basic residues located between the DHFR and TS active 

sites significantly reduces the channeling efficiency of P. falciparum DHFR-TS.  Although 

several protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes are known to have similar tertiary and quaternary 

structure, subtle differences in structure, active-site geometry, and charge distribution appear to 

influence both electrostatic-mediated and proximity-based substrate channeling.  

 

Introduction 

Many biochemical reactions in cells are sequential enzymatic reactions where the 

product of one enzyme serves as the substrate of a second enzyme [49,50].  Experimental 

evidence suggests that some of these consecutive enzyme-catalyzed reactions exploit substrate 

channeling in order to maximize the efficiency of the transport of product from the first active 

site to the second active site, at which the next enzyme-catalyzed reaction occurs [50].  More 

precisely, substrate channeling refers to the scenario where intermediate from one reaction site 

is transferred to a consecutive reactive site without complete mixing of the intermediate with the 
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bulk solvent [51].  This efficient transfer can be achieved through molecular tunnels, 

electrostatic channeling, or active sites in close proximity [51,52].  While a molecular tunnel 

relies on the geometric confinement of intermediates to prevent their diffusion into bulk solvent, 

electrostatic-mediated substrate channeling utilizes electrostatic interactions to create a virtual 

tunnel that confines the intermediate between the two reaction sites [52,53].  

A well-known example of electrostatic channeling along a solvent-exposed surface is 

the bifunctional protozoan DHFR-TS enzyme from L. major. In this enzyme, the negatively 

charged (-2 net charge under physiological conditions) dihydrofolate intermediate synthesized at 

the thymidylate synthase (TS) active site subsequently reacts at the dihydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR) active site.  Both kinetic experiments [54] and Brownian dynamics simulation studies 

[55] support the existence of electrostatic channeling of dihydrofolate between the two active 

sites of L.major DHFR-TS.  The experimental evidence of substrate channeling is based on an 

observed decrease in the transient time compared to that expected in the system without 

channeling for the appearance of the final coupled enzyme product (in this case 

tetrahydrofolate) and an increased overall sensitivity of the net reaction rate to competitive 

inhibitors. Kinetic experiments on the bifunctional DHFR-TS enzyme from L.major DHFR-TS 

suggest that 80% or more of dihydrofolate molecules are channeled directly from the TS active 

site to the DHFR active site of this bifunctional enzyme [54].  Brownian dynamics simulations 

performed in the past on L. major DHFR-TS also showed high transfer efficiency of 

intermediate that is >95% at zero ionic strength and >50% transfer efficiency at physiological 

(150mM) ionic strength [55]. 

Although human DHFR and TS reactions are catalyzed by separate, monomeric 

enzymes, in some plants and protozoa, these two enzymes exist in a dimer structure with four 

active sites, including two TS active sites and two DHFR active sites [56,57], as in L. major and 

P. falciparum (Fig. 3-1A and Fig. 3-1B).   
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Figure 3-1: a) Structure of L. major DHFR-TS (top) and the electrostatic potential visualization 
(bottom). b) Structure of P. falciparum DHFR-TS (top) showing TS and DHFR active sites and 
electrostatic potential visualization (bottom).  The approximate location of the TS and DHFR 
active sites are labeled, with transparent circles representing the active-site labels that are 
obscured in the current view of the enzyme.  White lines indicate hypothesized electrostatic-
mediated dihydrofolate channeling path between the TS and DHFR active sites on each 
monomer.  The electrostatic potential maps were created with APBS at physiological (150 mM) 
ionic strength and a pH of 7.0. 
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Since the x-ray crystal structure of L. major DHFR-TS was determined, additional 

structures of DHFR-TS in other protozoan species such as P. falciparum [56] and C. hominis 

[58] have also been solved.  Interestingly, these bifunctional protozoan enzymes share a 

common V-shaped geometry; the main interface between the two monomers is located at the 

bottom of the “V” shape where the TS domains intersect (as depicted in Fig. 3-1).  Because of 

the structural similarity between L. major DHFR-TS and other protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes, 

we hypothesized that other protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes may also support significant 

electrostatic channeling of dihydrofolate.  However, the structurally similar DHFR-TS enzyme 

from C. hominis has been shown to not exhibit any measurable substrate channeling [59] 

despite multiple kinetic experiments investigating substrate channeling in this system.  This 

experimental result suggests that different protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes may exhibit varying 

efficiency of substrate channeling. In these systems, it appears that substrate channeling is 

dependent on the magnitude and position of important attractive electrostatic interactions 

between dihydrofolate and the enzyme as well as the geometry and proximity of the TS active 

site relative to the DHFR active site.  For example, the distance between the TS and DHFR 

active sites of L. major DHFR-TS is shorter than in P. falciparum and C. hominis DHFR-TS.  

Also, there is a greater density of basic, electropositive residues between the TS and DHFR 

active sites of L. major DHFR-TS compared to P. falciparum and C. hominis DHFR-TS. 

P. falciparum DHFR-TS is a particularly important enzyme because it is from the 

protozoan species that is associated with most malaria infections. Since this enzyme is 

responsible for catalyzing sequential reactions in the thymidylate cycle, its inhibition slows 

malarial dTMP production and therefore interferes with the process of DNA synthesis [56]. 

Most antifolate antimalarial drugs act by inhibiting the DHFR activity of the P. falciparum 

enzyme [56] because there is greater structural variance between monomeric human DHFR and 

protozoan bifunctional DHFR domains compared to the very similar TS domains.  However, 
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because of growing drug resistance [56], new strategies for designing novel classes of malarial 

drugs should be considered.  If the transfer of the intermediate is highly dependent on 

electrostatic channeling, the disruption of this channeling could be an alternative strategy to 

selectively interfere with the thymidylate cycle in P. falciparum.   

P. falciparum DHFR-TS has been suspected as an enzyme that makes use of 

electrostatic channeling [56,60].  The wild-type crystal structure of P. falciparum DHFR-TS 

reveals a long, winding electropositive groove that connects the TS and DHFR active sites on 

each monomer of the bifunctional enzyme. As shown in Fig. 3-1B and first described by 

Yuvaniyama et al [56], a groove exists in the solvent-accessible surface connecting the TS and 

DHFR active sites on each monomer and the electrostatic representations show that this groove 

is positively charged.  Also, a second path of lower electropositive magnitude and width also 

appears between the TS active site of one monomer and the DHFR active site of the other 

monomer [56].  The electrostatic potential contour maps suggest that electrostatic channeling is 

possible because the TS and DHFR active sites are connected by regions of opposite charge 

compared to that of the channeled intermediate. As suggested by Eun et al [52], “mediators” of 

charge opposite to that of the channeled intermediate can promote electrostatic channeling, even 

for well-separated active sites.  Hence, we seek to determine whether the distribution of 

electropositive, solvent-exposed amino acids between the DHFR and TS active sites is sufficient 

for dihydrofolate channeling. 

In order to quantitatively measure the strength of electrostatic channeling, we calculate 

the transfer efficiency of newly synthesized dihydrofolate at the TS active site to the DHFR 

active site. A substrate channel that guides all of the intermediate synthesized at the first active 

site to the second active site would represent complete channeling efficiency (100% transfer 

efficiency), while substantial diffusion of intermediate away from the protein to the bulk 

solution would result in transfer efficiencies approaching 0%.  Because most instances of 
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substrate channeling observed in nature are less than 100% [51], the transfer efficiency is an 

important quantity used to compare the relative “leakiness” of substrate channels.  An objective 

of this study is to understand the magnitude of electrostatic channeling in wild type P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS through theoretical methods by using a variety of modeling approaches.  

To study the reaction kinetics, we employ Brownian dynamics simulations, and to calculate 

steady-state values, we rely on a continuum model approach.  While Brownian dynamics has 

been the computational method of choice for studying intermediate transfer efficiencies in 

systems suspected of electrostatic channeling, combining this approach with a continuum 

method allows us to explore the properties of the system more comprehensively and to generate 

the steady-state intermediate concentration maps on the enzyme’s solvent accessible surface. 

 

Methods 

To study electrostatic substrate channeling, we employed two methodologies: 1) 

Brownian dynamics and 2) a continuum model.  While Brownian dynamics simulations are 

useful for tracking the motion of individual particles, the continuum model is convenient for 

calculating probabilities (ensemble averaged quantities) such as the steady-state intermediate 

concentration distribution on the solvent-accessible surface of an enzyme.  The major difference 

between these methods comes from the fact that Brownian dynamics is based on the Langevin 

equation and the continuum model is based on the Smoluchowski equation. [52,61,62]. The 

equivalence of the two approaches within certain limits is well established [63]. Since each 

approach has its own advantages, we use both methodologies in this study of substrate 

channeling in P. falciparum DHFR-TS.  Below, we describe the preparation of the molecular 

structures that are used in either Brownian dynamics simulations or in the continuum model. 

Details of each approach are also summarized below. 
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Preparation of Molecular Structures 

The wild-type crystal structures of P. falciparum DHFR-TS (PDB ID 1J3I), L. major 

DHFR-TS [54], and C. hominis (PDB ID 1QZF) were obtained from the RCSB Protein Data 

Bank.  The software PDB2PQR version 1.8 [45,64] was used with ProPka [65] and the 

CHARMM27 force-field [66] to generate a PQR file containing the coordinates, charge, and the 

radius of each atom in the system.  ProPka [65] was implemented with pH=7.0 to assign static 

protonation states while running PDB2PQR.  The same PQR file is used in the continuum 

models as well as in the Brownian dynamics simulations. APBS version 1.2.1 [46,67] was used 

to generate electrostatic grids in the OpenDX format at a variety of ionic strengths using Na+ 

and Cl- as the cation and anion, respectively.  The same APBS input settings are used to create 

electrostatic grids for use in Brownian dynamics simulations of P. falciparum, L. major and C. 

hominis DHFR-TS enzymes.  

 

Brownian Dynamics Simulations 

For Brownian dynamics simulations, we place the DHFR-TS prepared from the PDB 

structures in the system and we run the channeling simulations using the Brownian dynamics 

simulation software package BrownDye [44] on each system implementing the Northrup-

Allison-McCammon (NAM) algorithm [68].  The q and b radii for the algorithm, which are 

associated with the simulation system size, are automatically calculated from BrownDye as 

detailed in [44]. In the BrownDye simulation settings, the “start-at-site” option is used to 

position a dihydrofolate with net charge of -2 near the TS active site. For the purpose of 

comparison to the previous Brownian dynamics simulations performed by Elcock et al. on L. 

major DHFR-TS [55], we consider only one TS active site, and near this site we position the 

same simple 2-angstrom radius charged-sphere model of dihydrofolate (which reacts at either of 

the two DHFR active sites) along with similar reaction conditions at the two DHFR active sites.  
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After performing BrownDye simulations, the trajectory results are analyzed to compute the 

predicted probability of channeling to the DHFR site compared to the probability of escape into 

the bulk solvent. Specifically, the transfer efficiency is defined as the predicted number of 

“channeled” substrates divided by the sum of “channeled” substrates and substrates that escape 

into the bulk solution.  To better understand electrostatic-mediated channeling, for some 

simulations, the net charge on the 2-angstrom radius dihydrofolate sphere was eliminated or 

altered to study proximity-mediated substrate channeling effects in the absence or reduction of 

electrostatic interactions between the dihydrofolate sphere and the enzyme.  Also, the ionic 

strength is varied in some simulations to study the influence of electrostatic interactions.  10,000 

BrownDye trajectories were required in each simulation of a system in order to ensure that the 

results are statistically reasonable.  Calibrating the size of the DHFR reactive zone centered at 

the DHFR active site is possible because the transfer efficiency of the structurally similar 

protozoan L. major DHFR-TS enzyme has been experimentally measured.  Details about the 

validation of the DHFR reactive-zone size are located in Section A of the Supporting 

Information (SI). 

 

Continuum Model 

In the continuum model, we assume that the dihydrofolate (intermediate) generated at 

the TS active site diffuses to the bulk and toward the DHFR active sites, where the reduction of 

dihydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate occurs immediately. This assumption can be implemented in a 

reaction-diffusion model based on the Smoluchowski equation (Eq. 1) with proper boundary 

conditions,  

!"
!" = ∇ ∙ ! ∇! + !

!!!
∇!           (1)                                                                                                          

where !, !, !!, !, and ! are the concentration of dihydrofolate, the relative diffusion constant, 
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the Boltzmann constant, the absolute temperature, and the external potential, respectively. In 

this case, ! is given by the electrostatic interaction between the enzyme and the intermediate 

and the electrostatic potentials used in this calculation are obtained from APBS [46,67].  The 

operators in Eq. 1 describe the diffusive motion of intermediate under the electrostatic 

interaction, and the production and reaction events of the intermediate are taken into account 

through boundary conditions. Before we set up the boundary conditions, we first define where 

to apply them in the model. For the production of intermediate, similar to the Brownian 

dynamics simulations, we define the production zone near the TS active site, which produces 

dihydrofolate. However, for the reaction of intermediate, we simply define the reaction zones 

through the enzyme’s solvent-accessible surface, as is usually implemented in a continuum 

model [62].  This implementation allows us to easily adjust the effective size of reaction zones, 

similar to the determination of reactive-zone size in the Brownian dynamics simulations.  Using 

this strategy, we optimize the reactive-zone sizes so that the transfer efficiency in the non-

electrostatic case has similar magnitude of that observed in Brownian dynamics simulation 

results (which were in turn calibrated using the relationship between experimentally determined 

channeling efficiencies in L. major DHFR-TS and Brownian dynamics results). With these 

defined zones serving as boundaries, we next define the applicable boundary conditions. 

In this model, we require four boundary conditions to account for the TS zone, the 

DHFR zones, the non-reactive enzyme surface, and the system’s outer boundary.  The first 

boundary condition is for the production of intermediate near the TS active site given by Eq. 2.  

 

∇! + !
!!!

∇! = −!!        (2)                                                                                                                  

                                                                             

where !!is the unit vector normal to the surface of the production zone defined near the TS 
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active site and ! represents the magnitude of the production flux. This gives the production rate 

of intermediate at the TS production zone,  

 

!!" = ! −!! ∙ !!!" = !"!!"       (3)                                                                                                

 

which is the surface integral of the flux of dihydrofolate over the production zone, while !!" is 

the area of the production zone. For the sake of simplicity, we set ! equal to 1.  For the second 

boundary condition, we assume an absorbing condition (c=0) at the DHFR active sites, which 

means that the intermediate is depleted because of the reaction.  The outer enzyme surface has a 

reflecting (non-reactive) boundary condition for the intermediate, which is the third boundary 

condition employed.  The fourth and final boundary condition that was used is the outer 

boundary condition at the periphery of the entire system, for which we assumed a reflecting 

boundary condition. 

In principle, Eq. 1 can be used to calculate the time dependent concentration of 

intermediate. However, here we report steady-state properties, which are difficult to calculate 

from Brownian dynamics simulation trajectories.  

To solve the equation, we use the finite element method (FEM), which is convenient to 

handle the complex geometry of an enzyme. The essence of this method is to discretize the 

space so that the continuous domain is divided into a set of discrete subdomains, and to then 

assemble the element equations in the subdomains into a global system of equations to obtain 

the solutions. The solutions in this procedure can be well approximated to the exact solutions by 

forcing the residuals to zero through weak formulation, where we use the Galerkin method [69], 

with the original partial differential equation (PDE) problem transformed into a variational 

problem.  The weak form corresponding to the original equation  (Eq. 1) is given by Eq. 3:  
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!(!!"(!))∇! ∙ ∇!!!"
�

− !(!!"(!)) !!!! !!!"!" = 0    ∀!! ∈ !  (3)     
                                                    
 
where Ω is the spatial domain, and TS is the production zone of intermediate. ! is the function 

called a test function in some function space ! such that ! is zero on the parts of the boundary 

where ! is known. ! is the function to be approximated to the exact solution, referred to as a 

trial function. ∂! ∂! is the derivative of ! in the outward direction at the TS boundary.  

Here, we apply the Galerkin method for the weak form given in Eq. 3, and this leads to 

a linear algebraic problem. However, when !" ! ≫ 1, we encounter an ill-conditioned linear 

problem. To avoid this difficulty, we only consider the weak potential region where !" ! ≤ 1.  

Because of this approximation, we use Brownian dynamics simulations as the main 

investigative tool.  Moreover, due to the limitation, we applied the continuum method to the 

high ionic strength regime (≥150 mM). For this entire numerical procedure, we use the program 

Smolfin specialized for solving Smoluchowski-type equations [62], which is based on the finite 

element method software package, FEniCS [70]. 

After solving the equation, we calculate the transfer efficiency in the steady-state by 

dividing the total reaction rates on the DHFR reaction zones by the production rate on the TS 

production zone. The production rate is given in Eq. 2 and the total reaction rate is given by the 

following equation:  

 

!!"#$ = ! ∇! + !
!!!

∇! ∙ !!!"#$,!! + ! ∇! + !
!!!

∇! ∙ !!!"#$,!!               (4)                              

 

which can be summarized as the sum of surface integrals of the flux of dihydrofolate over the 

DHFR active sites. 
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Results and Discussion 

Dihydrofolate Channeling Efficiency in P. falciparum DHFR-TS 

Brownian dynamics simulations of P. falciparum DHFR-TS indicate that under 

physiological pH, ionic strength, and dihydrofolate charge (-2), the total dihydrofolate transfer 

efficiency is ~20%.  Slightly less than half of this transfer efficiency is present with neutral 

(uncharged) dihydrofolate as shown in Fig. 3-2A, suggesting that at physiological conditions, 

electrostatic-mediated dihydrofolate channeling is a smaller effect (~15%) compared to L.major 

DHFR-TS channeling (~55%), with proximity-based substrate channeling comprising another 

significant source of the overall transfer efficiency.  

!  
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Figure 3-2: a) Brownian dynamics simulation results for P. falciparum DHFR-TS; predicted 
channeling efficiency vs ionic strength from 0 M to 0.3 M ionic strength.  The error bars show 
statistical error +/- two standard deviations from the mean computed from a binomial 
distribution of outcomes for Brownian dynamics trajectories that either react or escape and the 
magnitude of this error is approximately +/- 1%.  b) Continuum model prediction for P. 
falciparum DHFR-TS; predicted channeling efficiency vs ionic strength from physiological 
ionic strength (0.15 M) to 1.0 M.  
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As shown in Fig. 3-2B, the continuum model results also predict relatively low 

dihydrofolate transfer efficiency (~35%) at physiological ionic strength (150mM) and a -2 

dihydrofolate charge.  Since the non-electrostatic transfer efficiency is ~10% in both cases, the 

electrostatic contribution to the transfer efficiency is ~15% in the Brownian dynamics 

simulations and ~25% in the continuum model.  The difference in the results obtained using 

these two methods appears to be caused by the excluded volume of dihydrofolate which is only 

considered in the Brownian dynamics simulations. In the continuum model, the dihydrofolate is 

represented as a point-charge.  For both the Brownian dynamics simulation results as well as the 

continuum model results, we observe a significant decrease in the dihydrofolate transfer 

efficiency of the system as the dihydrofolate charge is increased from -2 to 0.  Additionally, both 

models indicate that the transfer efficiency for the charged cases (dihydrofolate with charges of 

-2 and -1) decreases as the ionic strength is increased.  Although the most biologically relevant 

case is at physiological ionic strength (0.15M) and with a -2 dihydrofolate charge, it is 

informative to calculate the predicted dihydrofolate transfer efficiency at other ionic strengths, 

including non-physiological ionic strengths.  At the low ionic strengths investigated in the 

Brownian dynamics simulations (Fig. 3-2A), a high (<80%) transfer efficiency is observed, but 

this transfer efficiency decreases significantly as the ionic strength is increased to physiological 

ionic strength (0.15M) and higher.  Consistent with this observation, as the ionic strength is 

increased from physiological ionic strength in the continuum model, a similar trend in decreased 

transfer efficiency is observed, and the transfer efficiency in the electrostatic cases (-2 and -1 

charges) converge to what is calculated in the non-electrostatic case (0 charge). 

In addition to the transfer efficiency in the steady-state cases, the continuum model 

results are useful for visualizing the steady-state dihydrofolate concentration map along the 

solvent-exposed surface of P. falciparum DHFR-TS as depicted in Fig. 3-3.   
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Figure 3-3. a) Steady-state concentration maps of intermediate with a charge of 0 on the front 
side (left) and on the back-side (right). To clearly see the active sites, source (red) and sink 
(blue), we change the lower limit of concentration in the color scheme from 0 to 45. The 
original color map is depicted in the inset. b) The steady-state concentration map of 
intermediate with a charge of -1 on the front side of the bifunctional enzyme. c) The steady-
state concentration map of intermediate with a charge of -2 on the front side of the bifunctional 
enzyme. The orange lines indicate electrostatic channeling pathways on the enzyme surface. 
Here, the concentration has arbitrary unit, which is determined by the production rate given in 
Eq 2. If we increase the magnitude of flux (!), the scale of concentration is increased. 
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In Fig. 3-3, the intermediate steady state distribution is shown along the enzyme 

surface. When the electric charge of the intermediate is set to zero (see Fig. 3-3A), we can 

clearly see the concentration gradient formed between the production zone (red) and the 

reaction zones (blue; front side in the left and back side in the right).  Also, the color is 

smoothly changing along the enzyme’s solvent accessible surface from the source (red) to the 

sinks (blue). In contrast, as the electric charge becomes more negative from 0 to -1 (Fig. 3-3B) 

or -2 (Fig. 3-3C), we observe a sharp concentration change on the enzyme surface according to 

the electrostatic potential of P. falciparum DHFR-TS (Fig. 3-1B). This inhomogeneous 

concentration distribution underlies why P. falciparum DHFR-TS has lower transfer efficiency 

than L. major DHFR. Namely, the electrostatic repulsion surrounding the hypothesized 

electrostatic channeling pathways in P. falciparum DHFR-TS (orange lines in Fig. 3-3) restrict 

the calculated concentration of intermediate to a narrow region.  In contrast, L. major DHFR-TS 

is expected to have more prominent electrostatic channeling paths between the active sites due 

to increased electrostatic attractions between the enzyme and the intermediate (see Fig. 3-1A for 

an electrostatic visualization of L. major DHFR-TS; the blue electropositive region covers a fair 

amount of the area including the TS and DHFR active sites). 

 

Comparison between Protozoan DHFR-TS Enzymes 

Although our main focus is on the electrostatic channeling of dihydrofolate in P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS, to see if this inefficient channeling observed in P. falciparum DHFR-TS 

is exceptional or general in the family of protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes, we include one more 

protozoan species, C. hominis, of the bifunctional DHFR-TS enzyme family that has been the 

focus of experimental kinetic studies [59], and we calculate the dihydrofolate channeling 

efficiency to compare the channeling efficiency between three species of protozoan DHFR-TS 

enzymes (P. falciparum, L.major and C.hominis). It is known that L.major DHFR-TS exhibits 
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substantial dihydrofolate channeling with some predictions of 80% or greater transfer efficiency 

[54], while dihydrofolate channeling in C.hominis DHFR-TS is known to be minimal or 

nonexistent [59].  3-4A shows Brownian dynamics results for three species of bifunctional 

DHFR-TS enzymes at 150 mM ionic strength, including the focus of this investigation, P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS.  
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Figure 3-4. Brownian dynamics simulation results showing predicted dihydrofolate channeling 
for DHFR-TS from three protozoan species (P. falciparum, L. major, and C. hominis) at 
physiological ionic strength (150mM).  The “no charge” simulations exclude all protein-
substrate electrostatic interactions, while the “charged” simulations were performed at pH=7 
and 150mM ionic strength with a -2 net charge on the dihydrofolate sphere.  The DHFR 
“reactive-region” size was kept constant in the three species of DHFR-TS enzymes (the 12.5 
Angstrom radius sphere size that was calibrated in Supporting Figure S1).  The error bars show 
statistical error as computed in Fig. 3-2. 
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Consistent with the experimental results, L major and C. hominis DHFR-TS enzymes 

exhibit high and low channeling efficiencies, respectively. The predicted transfer efficiency of P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS is significantly greater than the low (~10%) levels of channeling 

efficiency of C. hominis DHFR-TS, but is still much lower than the high (< 70 %) transfer 

efficiency of L.major DHFR-TS. Thus, P. falciparum DHFR-TS has moderate transfer 

efficiency among these three species and this implies that the transfer efficiency could vary, 

depending on the molecular geometry and electrostatic environment of each enzyme. For 

example, in L. major DHFR-TS, the distance between the TS and DHFR active sites on a 

monomer of the enzyme is ~15 angstroms shorter than on P. falciparum DHFR-TS (Fig. 3-1), 

and therefore when comparing the “no-charge” cases of P. falciparum and L. major DHFR-TS 

in Fig. 3-4, L. major DHFR-TS has higher transfer efficiency, indicating that shorter distances 

between consecutive active-sites are beneficial for proximal substrate channeling [52,71]. 

Additionally, a more favourable electrostatic potential for transferring dihydrofolate in L. major 

DHFR-TS increases the transfer efficiency further than in P. falciparum DHFR-TS. Finally, it is 

important to note that while experiments have not detected dihydrofolate channeling in C. 

hominis DHFR-TS, these Brownian dynamics results suggest that some proximity-mediated 

dihydrofolate channeling appears to occur in this system, although there does not seem to be 

any statistically significant electrostatic-mediated dihydrofolate channeling in C. hominis 

DHFR-TS, which is consistent with experimental results [59]. 

 

The Structural and Biophysical Basis for Channeling in P. falciparum DFHR-TS 

Although the electrostatic-mediated dihydrofolate transfer between TS and DHFR in 

the P. falciparum enzyme is modest, we further investigate the cause of this electrostatic 

channeling by modulating the electrostatic interactions in this system.  To do so, we create a 

“charge-removed” P. falciparum DHFR-TS system that was created by assigning zero charge to 
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all atoms in a series of “key basic residues” identified and listed in [56] that helps to form 

electropositive grooves in the enzyme’s solvent-accessible surface (See Supporting Information 

Section C for complete list of residues). These electropositive “grooves” have been postulated 

as being responsible for promoting electrostatic-mediated dihydrofolate channeling.  In order to 

understand whether these key basic residues (lysine and arginine residues) are indeed associated 

with electrostatic-mediated dihydrofolate transfer in P. falciparum DHFR-TS, Brownian 

dynamics simulation results (Fig. 3-5A) as well as continuum model results (Fig. 3-5B) for both 

the wild-type P. falciparum DHFR-TS and the “charge-removed” P. falciparum DHFR-TS were 

compared.   
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Figure 3-5: a) Brownian dynamics simulation results of P. falciparum DHFR-TS showing the 
relationship between the predicted dihydrofolate channeling efficiency and the charge assigned 
to the 2 angstrom-radius sphere dihydrofolate model.  The dihydrofolate transfer efficiency for a 
“charge-removed” P. falciparum DHFR-TS system that lacks charges on key basic residues 
(blue) is compared to the wild-type results (black).  b) Continuum model results showing the 
calculated dihydrofolate channeling efficiency of P. falciparum DHFR-TS using a dihydrofolate 
charge of 0, -1, and -2.  As in panel a, the wild-type system and the “charge-removed” system 
results are included in black and in blue, respectively. c) Structure of P. falciparum DHFR-TS 
“charge-removed” system (top) and its electrostatic potential visualization (bottom) of the   
“charge-removed” system with +1.0 kT/e (blue), and -1.0 kT/e (red). 
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In both methods, we observe that the “charge-removed” system has minimal 

dihydrofolate channeling and is relatively insensitive to the charge (or lack of charge) on the 

dihydrofolate intermediate.  As expected, Fig. 3-5C shows that for the “charge-removed” 

enzyme, the hypothesized channeling regions between the TS and DHFR active sites which are 

electropositive in the wild-type enzyme are negatively charged.  This difference in electric 

charge distribution and magnitude could enhance repulsive electrostatic interactions between 

the intermediate and the DHFR active sites, resulting in lower transfer efficiencies in the 

“charge-removed” system. Furthermore, we see an opposing trend in the wild-type case that the 

transfer efficiency decreases as the intermediate charge is more negative.  These results 

highlight the importance of the “key” basic residues identified in promoting dihydrofolate 

channeling in P. falciparum DHFR-TS [56]. Thus, it appears that the location and density of 

positive charge is the most important factor for either promoting or prohibiting electrostatic 

channeling. 

 

Summary and Conclusions  

By performing Brownian dynamics simulations as well as continuum modeling, we 

estimate the predicted transfer efficiency of dihydrofolate in P. falciparum DHFR-TS with 

electrostatic-mediated and proximity-mediated substrate channeling.  Furthermore, we identify 

the crucial role of specific solvent-exposed basic residues in supporting this dihydrofolate 

channeling phenomenon. The electrostatic contribution to the total transfer efficiency is 

determined via comparison to the transfer efficiency in the non-electrostatic cases (it was 

estimated to be ~15% - ~25%) which is lower than ~55% in L. major DHFR-TS. This result 

clearly indicates that the electrostatic channeling in P. falciparum DHFR-TS is modest 

compared to the L. major DHFR-TS enzyme. While L. major DHFR-TS has an abundance of 
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positively charged residues connecting the TS and DHFR active sites and they are geometrically 

located on the same face of each monomer (See Fig 3-1A), P. falciparum DHFR-TS [56] has 

repulsive negatively charged patches near the electrostatic channeling pathways, which are also 

relatively long and nonlinear in geometry with the TS and DHFR active sites on each monomer 

facing opposite planes. This geometry requires the channeled substrate to “turn a corner” in 

order to reach the DHFR active sites (See Fig 3-1B), which leads to increased mixing with bulk 

solvent and corresponding attenuated reaction rates. Therefore, despite having similar tertiary 

and quaternary structures, it is clear that subtle differences in structure, active-site geometry, 

and charge distribution between bifunctional protozoan DHFR-TS enzymes influence both 

electrostatic-mediated and proximity-mediated substrate channeling. Specifically, the 

channeling in P. falciparum DHFR-TS is more prominent than what was predicted in C. 

hominis, a system known experimentally to not channel dihydrofolate, but was far less efficient 

channeling than in L. major DHFR-TS. Thus, our characterization of substrate channeling in 

this system suggests that suspected P.falciparum DHFR-TS channeling regions would not be an 

attractive anti-malaria drug target because it appears that the majority of dihydrofolate reaches 

the DHFR active site via diffusion through bulk solvent rather than through kinetic channeling. 

In this study, we investigated electrostatic channeling quantitatively using 

computational models, however, since we used simple models, future computational studies 

could benefit from improvements in methodology.  One improvement would be to use a flexible, 

more realistic model of dihydrofolate in the Brownian dynamics simulation instead of using a 

simple charged-sphere model of dihydrofolate.  Dihydrofolate is a fairly flexible small molecule 

with a significant dipole moment and these substrate properties are not considered in this study 

or previous computational studies of electrostatic substrate channeling.  It is likely that 

dihydrofolate adopts a range of conformations as it traverses the relatively long distance 

between the TS and DHFR active sites in P. falciparum DHFR-TS. Another potential 
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improvement is to take into account the non-electrostatic interactions between dihydrofolate and 

the enzyme, which may contribute to channeling or interfere with dihydrofolate channeling. 

Also, the interactions between dihydrofolate and residues on the solvent-exposed surface of the 

enzyme could induce conformational changes in the enzyme.  Such interactions could be 

considered in the future with more detailed modeling efforts focused on substrate channeling. 

Features like this could be implemented in future advances in Brownian dynamics simulation 

software that incorporates flexibility to make improved predictions about the nature of transient 

protein-dihydrofolate interactions that may exist during dihydrofolate channeling in P. 

falciparum DHFR-TS. Additionally, future work on this system could involve extended 

accelerated molecular dynamics simulations [72] of the bifunctional enzyme to search for any 

interesting dynamics that might influence dihydrofolate channeling or any potential dynamics 

that might alter the geometry and proximity of the TS and DHFR active sites. 
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Chapter 4: Autonomous Targeting of Infectious Superspreaders Using 

Engineered Transmissible Therapies 

 

Abstract 

Infectious disease treatments, both pharmaceutical and vaccine, face three universal 

challenges: the difficulty of targeting treatments to high-risk 'superspreader' populations who 

drive the great majority of disease spread, behavioral barriers in the host population (such as 

poor compliance and risk disinhibition), and the evolution of pathogen resistance. Here, we 

describe a proposed intervention that would overcome these challenges by capitalizing upon 

Therapeutic Interfering Particles (TIPs) that are engineered to replicate conditionally in the 

presence of the pathogen and spread between individuals--analogous to 'transmissible 

immunization' that occurs with live-attenuated vaccines (but without the potential for reversion 

to virulence). Building on analyses of HIV field data from sub-Saharan Africa, we construct a 

multi-scale model, beginning at the single-cell level, to predict the effect of TIPs on individual 

patient viral loads and ultimately population-level disease prevalence. Our results show that a 

TIP, engineered with properties based on a recent HIV gene-therapy trial, could stably lower 

HIV/AIDS prevalence by ∼30-fold within 50 years and could complement current therapies. In 

contrast, optimistic antiretroviral therapy or vaccination campaigns alone could only lower 

HIV/AIDS prevalence by <2-fold over 50 years. The TIP's efficacy arises from its exploitation 

of the same risk factors as the pathogen, allowing it to autonomously penetrate superspreader 

populations, maintain efficacy despite behavioral disinhibition, and limit viral resistance. While 

demonstrated here for HIV, the TIP concept could apply broadly to many viral infectious 

diseases and would represent a new paradigm for disease control, away from pathogen 

eradication but toward robust disease suppression. 
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Introduction 
 

From ‘core groups’ to ‘superspreaders’, epidemiologists have long recognized the 

immense potential of targeting high-risk groups for efficient control of infectious diseases [73-

76] These groups are often described by the classic ‘80/20 rule’ [77] where 20% of the 

individuals drive 80% of disease transmission and thus dominate the overall pattern of disease 

prevalence. For sexually transmitted and blood-borne infections such as Hepatitis C [78], 

syphilis [79], and HIV-1 [80,81] (here termed HIV), superspreading is driven by high-risk 

sexual or needle-sharing behaviors. For many other pathogens, spanning a broad range of 

transmission modes and life histories, superspreading plays an important role in transmission 

dynamics but the underlying mechanisms remain poorly understood [76,82,83]. 

Targeting these superspreader subpopulations for therapeutic or preventive measures 

would tremendously increase the efficacy of disease control [75,76], while failure to target 

high-risk groups weakens efforts to achieve ‘herd immunity’ by vaccination and severely limits 

the ability to reduce disease at the population level [84]. Unfortunately, identifying these crucial 

high-risk populations requires in-depth knowledge of the social or sexual networks that underlie 

disease spread, which is rarely attainable [85], as well as knowledge of as-yet unknown 

biological correlates of risk. Further aggravating the problem of targeting superspreaders are: (i) 

non-healthseeking behaviors in the key populations, such as injection drug users (IDUs); and 

(ii) self-concealment motivated by social stigmas and criminal barriers in high-risk individuals, 

such as IDUs, men who have sex with men, people with extra-marital sexual partners, and 

commercial sex workers and their clients. 

The resulting high cost and effort involved in identifying high-risk populations has 

meant that—despite the huge potential benefits—targeting of disease control measures to high-

risk populations is often not feasible in practice [86]. Here, we propose a fundamentally 

different approach that obviates the need to directly identify high-risk populations by 
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engineering a therapeutic version of interfering particles (i.e. TIPs) that spread between 

individuals to autonomously target high-risk groups. The results demonstrate the potential of 

TIPs to control HIV in sub-Saharan Africa and we benchmark the performance of TIPs against 

the more familiar alternatives of antiretroviral therapy (ART), which is known to effectively 

reduce HIV incidence and prevalence, and a hypothetical protective vaccine against HIV. We 

further demonstrate that the effect of TIPs is complementary to ART programs, so our proposed 

therapy could be rolled out synergistically with current campaigns. 

 

The concept: A proposal for transmissible gene therapies 

The TIP concept capitalizes upon and extends the phenomenon of interfering particles 

that occur naturally in many viruses, spread along with the viral pathogen [87], and have 

demonstrated potential therapeutic efficacy against HIV [88-91]. TIPs are minimal versions of 

the pathogen engineered to lack the virulent replication and structural genes of the wild-type 

pathogen and instead encode therapeutic elements that target key host or viral processes. Since a 

TIP genome is significantly shorter than the wild-type virus genome, TIP genomes are 

synthesized at a faster rate, resulting in increased numbers of TIP genomes compared to wild-

type virus genomes in the infected cell (see Text S1 in [92] and [87]). Specifically, for HIV, the 

proposed TIP is a lentiviral gene-therapy vector that lacks all structural and envelope genes 

required to self-replicate, but retains HIV’s genomic packaging signals. The TIP can mobilize 

out of the infected cell only by co-opting wild-type HIV capsid and envelope gene-

products [88]. By parasitizing a pathogen's resources, TIPs mobilize from cell to 

cell [88], [90] and, in a recent clinical trial, this mobilization of a gene-therapy vector against 

HIV did not appear to be detrimental to patient health [89]. Due to their ability to mobilize and 

reproduce within hosts, TIPs have the potential to decrease wild-type pathogen levels in vivo by 

many orders of magnitude [91]. 
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By sharing all packaging elements with the wild-type pathogen, TIPs also have the 

potential to spread between individuals [93], and would spread via the same transmission routes 

as the disease-causing pathogen. In this respect, combating an infectious disease using TIPs 

raises unique safety and ethical concerns but bears similarity to the use of live attenuated 

vaccines. In particular, a recognized advantage of Oral Polio Vaccine (OPV) is that it 

replicates in vivo and sheds, thereby transmitting among susceptible hosts and delivering 

additional protection via ‘transmissible immunization’ at the population scale [94]. There are, 

however, crucial differences between TIPs and live attenuated vaccines: (i) TIPs cannot 

replicate in uninfected hosts and, at most, the TIP will remain dormant until the host is 

coinfected by wildtype pathogen [95]; and (ii) replication elements are missing from the TIP, 

so, unlike OPV, TIP cannot revert to virulence in healthy individuals. 

 

Results/Discussion 

Projected impact of TIPs as HIV control measures 

To test whether a TIP against HIV could autonomously target high-risk groups, and 

effectively reduce HIV prevalence, we build upon an established epidemiological model of 

HIV/AIDS transmission in sub-Saharan Africa that includes four classes of sexual risk behavior 

based on field data [84]. We develop a data-driven, three-scale model (Fig. 4-1) that translates 

molecular-level characteristics of the TIP to predict patient-level HIV viral load and ultimately 

predict HIV/AIDS incidence and prevalence at the population scale. At the single-cell level, the 

model considers the dynamics of competition between TIP genomic mRNA and HIV genomic 

mRNA for packaging components [96]. These molecular-level effects of the TIP are translated 

to viral loads using an established in vivo model of HIV dynamics [97] that includes TIP 

dynamics [91]. Measured relationships between viral load and transmission [98] are used to 
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estimate TIP and HIV transmission rates between individuals, and the rate of disease 

progression is estimated based on field data of HIV viral load [99] (see Text S1 in [92] for 

details). 
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Figure 4-1. Therapeutic Interfering Particle (TIP) intervention modeled at multiple scales. 
(Upper right box) Schematic of the sub-cellular level model where TIP genomes (blue) 
mobilize by ‘stealing’ packaging elements from the wild-type virus (red, e.g. HIV) within a 
dually infected cell [95]. (Lower right box) Schematic of the in vivo model where TIP (blue) is 
produced from dually infected cells and reduces wild-type HIV viral set-point [91] within a 
dually infected individual. (Left box) Schematic of the population model where TIP and HIV 
transmit between individuals of different sexual activity classes (based on UNAIDS Malawi 
antenatal clinic data [84]). Boldness of figures represents transmission rate, size of figures 
represents size of sexual activity class. Smallest but boldest figures represent the superspreaders 
(the least in number but the highest transmission rate). Largest but lightest figures represent 
individuals with the lowest transmission rates (the greatest in number). Infection by TIP alone 
(blue) converts susceptible individuals to into latent ‘carriers’ of integrated TIP genomes [95]. 
Infection by HIV converts susceptible individuals to individuals who progress to disease in ~10 
yrs. Dual infection generates individuals who progress to disease more slowly. Disease 
progression and transmission rates are proportional to in vivo viral loads [98]. 
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For ART, the model assumes an optimistic ‘test-and-treat’ deployment [100] where 

75% of all infections in both high-risk and low-risk populations are treated with regimens that 

stop 99% of all HIV transmission [100]. Our test-and-treat model differs from some previous 

projections [100,101] by incorporating two additional behavioral factors described in real 

populations [102]: (i) ART failure or dropout rates that have been measured in sub-Saharan 

African populations [103-105]; (ii) population risk structure. While our model predicts smaller 

benefits from test-and-treat programs than some earlier work [100,101], the results are 

consistent with previous ART projections that have incorporated risk structure [84,106]. 

For the vaccine, the model assumes optimistic immunization coverage (80% or 95% 

coverage) of both high-risk and low-risk populations and considers a vaccine that is 30% 

protective, slightly higher than reported in the recent ‘Thai trial’ [107], or a hypothetical 50% 

protective vaccine; life-long efficacy is assumed for both vaccines (i.e. no HIV mutational 

escape) but not for the TIP. For the TIPs, we analyze interventions that generate a 0.5-Log to 

1.5-Log viral-load reduction in vivo, as reported in a recent HIV gene-therapy trial [89]. The 

model predicts the effects of vaccination or TIP intervention on HIV/AIDS prevalence in a 

resource-poor sub-Saharan setting.  

Strikingly, TIP intervention reduces disease prevalence and incidence more effectively 

than either widespread ART or a 30% or 50% protective vaccine against HIV/AIDS (Fig. 4-2a –

Fig. 4-2b). The least effective TIP analyzed—which reduces HIV in vivo viral load by 0.5-Log 

(from 105 to 104.5 copies/mL)—leads to a reduction in HIV/AIDS prevalence from 29% to 6.5% 

in 50 years, despite initial deployment to only 1% of individuals while a TIP that generates a 

1.5-Log decrease in HIV viral-load—as transiently achieved in a Phase-I clinical trial for an 

HIV gene-therapy [89] —would reduce HIV/AIDS prevalence from 29% to below 1% 

prevalence in 30 years (Fig. 4-2a). In comparison, a 30% protective vaccine deployed to 80% of 
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the entire population (including 8 out of 10 uninfected high-risk individuals) reduces HIV/AIDS 

prevalence from 29% to 23.9% in 50 years and a 50% protective vaccine deployed to 95% of 

the entire population (including virtually all uninfected high-risk individuals) reduces 

HIV/AIDS prevalence from 29% to 18.7% in 50 years. ART to treat 75% of all new infections 

would reduce disease prevalence to a level between a 30% and 50% protective vaccine. A 

striking short-term impact of TIP intervention on HIV incidence, as compared to vaccines and 

ART, is also projected (Fig. 4-2B) despite extremely rapid rollout of vaccines and ART (See 

Figure S1 in [92]). Similar results are obtained when comparing TIP intervention to vaccination 

and ART in terms of either the fraction-of-individuals-living-with-AIDS or AIDS incidence 

(Figure S2 in [92]). Thus, TIPs constructed using parameters recently reported in Phase-I 

trials [89], and given to a small fraction of the population (1%), have the potential to swiftly and 

substantially reduce disease burden at the population level. 
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Figure 4-2. TIPs out-perform optimistic HIV vaccines and antiretroviral therapy (ART). 
Projected impact of TIP intervention on a) HIV/AIDS disease prevalence over 50 years b) and 
HIV incidence per 100,000 individuals over 30 years, for two scenarios of TIP efficacy: a 0.5-
Log viral-load reduction (upper blue line) and a 1.5-Log viral load reduction (lower blue line), 
based on a recent clinical trial [89], both initially deployed to 1% of individuals. TIP 
intervention is compared to a 30% protective vaccine (light grey), a 50% protective vaccine 
(dark grey), and ART (black). Vaccine scenarios are based on protection levels reported in a 
recent clinical trial [107] and UNAIDS target protection goals (50% protection) where each 
vaccine is assumed to have lifelong efficacy and optimistic levels of coverage (80% and 95% 
coverage of all risk groups, respectively). The ART scenario is assumed to treat 75% of all 
infections using a universal test-and-treat approach [100] where ART has 99% efficacy in 
halting HIV transmission. 
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This efficacy and robustness of TIP intervention arises from the unique and defining 

ability of TIPs to transmit between hosts. Analysis of TIPs that generate a 0.5–1.5 Log decrease 

in viral load, but do not transmit between hosts, shows only a minimal decrease in population-

level disease burden (Figure S3 in [92])—in agreement with the projected impact of acyclovir 

treatment which also generates a ~0.5 Log decrease in HIV viral load [106]. Accordingly, we 

have paid particular attention to ensuring that our results are robust with respect to changes in 

basic model assumptions about transmission biology and robust under parameter sensitivity 

analysis (see Text S1 in [92]). We also consider two competing models of HIV transmission 

biology—infection by either a single ‘founder’ virus that enters the new host individual or 

‘bottlenecking’ where multiple viruses enter and replicate locally but are then winnowed down 

by competition within the host [108-110] —and we provide arguments that our treatment of TIP 

transmission is consistent with either transmission mode and that TIPs could transmit efficiently 

in either case (refer to Text S1 in [92] section entitled: “Considerations for TIP transmission to 

uninfected hosts”). To be completely sure that our model results are robust to changes in 

assumptions about TIP transmission, we repeated the simulations under the worst-case 

assumption that TIPs are completely unable to transmit in the absence of HIV, and found results 

that are qualitatively unchanged from Fig. 4-2 (refer to Text S1 [92] section: “Sensitivity of 

model to removal of independent transmission of TIPs (i.e. removal of ST individuals)”). This 

somewhat surprising result arises because TIPs autonomously target the highest-risk groups, 

which are highly likely to be already infected with HIV due to their high-risk status, and thus 

the majority of the TIP infection ‘flow’ occurs through the already infected individuals. In 

summary, while there is physiological basis to support that TIPs could transmit efficiently to 

HIV-uninfected persons, the efficacy of TIP intervention is largely independent of this 
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assumption (i.e. TIPs need not convert susceptible individuals into ‘TIP carriers’ for population-

level efficacy to be retained). 

These results are not intended to argue that ART campaigns be abandoned or vaccine 

trials be halted. On the contrary, as we show below, the TIP's ability to target high-risk groups 

allows the TIP to complement ART (or vaccine) campaigns and significantly enhance the 

population-level efficacy of these approaches. 

 

TIPs would circumvent behavioral barriers and complement pharmaceutical treatment 

Current prevention and treatment approaches also face the challenges of poor 

compliance and behavioral disinhibition, wherein successful disease control leads to a reduced 

sense of personal risk from the disease and can result in increases in risk behavior. Disinhibition 

is a significant concern for current HIV prevention and control [111] and has the potential to 

generate the perverse outcome that a successful therapeutic may actually increase HIV 

incidence [112]. The transmissibility and single-dose administration of TIPs effectively 

circumvent these problems, unlike current pharmaceutical approaches (i.e. ART) or vaccination. 

Indeed, the public health benefits of TIPs are uniquely robust to disinhibition, since the 

intervention spreads more effectively if contact rates increase (Fig. 4-3A). In contrast, the same 

degree of disinhibition in the presence of ART or a 30% or 50% protective vaccine could have 

the unfortunate effect of increasing HIV/AIDS prevalence and could increase the number of 

deaths due to AIDS (Fig. 4-3B), as highlighted by previous analyses [112]. 
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Figure 4-3. TIPs are resistant to behavioral disinhibition and could complement pharmaceutical 
approaches to reduce HIV/AIDS disease prevalence. Projected 50-year impact of TIP 
intervention on a) HIV/AIDS disease prevalence and b) number of deaths averted in the 
presence and absence of behavioral disinhibition (dashed and solid lines, respectively). TIP 
interventions (light and dark blue) are compared to vaccination (light and dark grey), ART 
(black), and the scenario of no intervention (dashed red line). Disinhibition is modeled as 
in [112] by assuming that individual person-to-person contact rates increase upon introduction 
of vaccine or TIP intervention. Projected 50-year impact of ART in presence of TIP 
intervention (light and dark purple) on c) HIV/AIDS disease prevalence and d) number of 
deaths averted compared to projected 50-year impact of ART alone (black, 75% ART coverage 
without TIP intervention). Dashed and solid lines are the presence and absence of behavioral 
disinhibition, respectively. ART and vaccine campaigns are modeled as in Figure 4-2. 
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Any intervention against HIV is likely to be administered in the context of the existing 

‘standard of care’: ART. Since ART halts HIV transmission, ART would also halt TIP 

transmission from an individual, leading to the potential that the TIP intervention could be 

severely hampered. However, the TIP's ability to concentrate in highest-risk groups (see next 

paragraph), where ART is at best the target coverage fraction (e.g. 75%), would allow TIP 

intervention to maintain efficacy, reduce HIV/AIDS disease prevalence, and reduce AIDS 

deaths, more effectively than ART alone, even under optimistic coverage scenarios for ART 

campaigns (Fig. 4-3C – Fig. 4-3D). Thus, ART would not interfere with TIP intervention at the 

population scale, and TIPs could be used as a powerful complement to ART and pharmaceutical 

treatments in general. 

 

TIPs would autonomously target high-risk groups 

The increased efficacy of TIPs relative to vaccination is due to the TIP's transmissibility 

along the same transmission routes as the pathogen. Consequently, the TIP transmits to a 

specific risk group in proportion to that group's risk behavior, leading to more focused targeting 

of TIPs in more heterogeneous populations and resulting in TIPs concentrating in the highest-

risk populations (Fig. 4-4A). In contrast, reaching high-risk classes with ART depends upon 

active and sustained targeting of these rare high-risk individuals, while partially-protective 

vaccines tend to concentrate in the lowest risk classes (because higher-risk individuals still 

become HIV-infected, given partially protective vaccines) and lack the ability to dynamically 

redistribute between risk classes (Fig. 4-4B). 
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Figure 4-4. TIPs autonomously target superspreaders. a) Ability of TIP intervention to penetrate 
each risk-class as reported by fraction of each risk-class exposed to intervention over time. 
Despite introduction into far more individuals in the lowest risk class (due to our assumption of 
uniform 1% initial coverage), TIPs can mobilize into the highest risk superspreader class. Solid 
and dashed lines represent simulations in the presence of behavioral disinhibition, respectively. 
b) Ability of 50% protective vaccine, administered to 95% of the population, to penetrate each 
risk-class as reported by fraction of each risk-class exposed to vaccination over time. Solid and 
dashed lines represent simulations in the presence of behavioral disinhibition, respectively. In 
contrast to TIPs, a 50% protective vaccine that is directly targeted to the highest risk class is 
quickly depleted from the highest risk-class because, given partial protection, high-risk 
individuals still become infected relatively rapidly. 
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Evolutionary Considerations 

Vaccines and drug treatment strategies also face the challenge of mutation and the 

strong selective pressure for the pathogen to escape any successful control. For HIV, rapid 

mutation leads to resistance against anti-retroviral therapy and poses significant challenges for 

vaccine development [113]. However, unlike conventional therapies, TIPs replicate with the 

same speed and mutation rate as the pathogen, which sets up an evolutionary arms race between 

the TIP and the pathogen. 

To examine how HIV might respond in such an arms race resulting from TIP 

intervention, we consider the multi-scale dynamics across a range of parameter values for the 

molecular-level properties used to design a TIP. Specifically, we consider the interplay of HIV 

and TIP levels as a function of both the strength of TIP-encoded inhibition of HIV and the 

engineered TIP genomic abundance within a dually infected cell. For HIV, the TIP design 

encodes an inherent evolutionary tradeoff that generates conflicting selection pressures at 

different scales (Fig. 4-5). On the one hand, inhibition of HIV replication by TIP-encoded 

therapy genes inevitably limits TIP production—since any TIP-encoded antiviral that inhibits 

HIV will compromise the TIP's ability to mobilize. However, due to the diploid nature of 

retroviral genomes, high concentrations of TIP genomic mRNA alone will inhibit HIV 

production by wasting the majority of HIV genomes in virions containing one HIV RNA and 

one TIP RNA, and these heterozygous-diploid virions are not viable [90,96].  Thus, the lowest 

TIP-mediated inhibition generates the highest production of TIPs from an infected cell (Fig. 4-

5A). The increased numbers of TIP virions then compete more effectively against HIV for 

target cells which generates a greater reduction in HIV viral-load at the patient-level (Fig. 4-

5B), and the lowest HIV/AIDS prevalence in the population (Fig. 4-5C). These results suggest a 

non-intuitive design criterion for a TIP against HIV: TIPs lacking an inhibitory factor for HIV 

will be most effective in reducing HIV levels, both in individual patients and at the population 
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level. Similarly, the cellular-scale selective pressure for HIV to escape from TIP-encoded 

inhibition would point in the same direction (toward zero TIP inhibitory effect) and would lead 

to increased TIP production (Fig. 4-5A). So, counter-intuitively, HIV escape from TIP-mediated 

inhibition (at the molecular scale within cells) would reduce HIV viral load and HIV population 

prevalence to lower levels (Fig. 4-5C). 
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Figure 4-5. TIP intervention is robust to pathogen evolution. Projected steady-state values for: 
a) HIV and TIP production from dually infected cells at the single-cell level; b) HIV and TIP 
viral loads in vivo; and c) HIV/AIDS prevalence at the population level.  
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Safety and ethical considerations 

The TIP approach carries unique safety concerns [114] and ethical concerns associated 

with introducing an intervention that transmits and evolves, even in the TIP's limited fashion, 

within the population. Importantly, clear ethical precedents for transmissible therapies exist in 

the use of live-attenuated vaccines. Regarding safety, one major concern is that the TIP may 

recombine with (i.e. acquire) an element that ‘upregulates’ pathogen production and in turn 

upregulates its own production from the cell. To explore this concern, we examine HIV viral 

load and population prevalence in the regime where TIP encodes HIV inhibition and in the 

regime where TIP encodes potential upregulation of HIV gene expression within a single cell. 

(Fig. 4-6A). As expected, at the single-cell level upregulation of HIV generates increased HIV 

and TIP production. However, at the individual patient level upregulation of HIV leads to 

increased TIP viral loads (Fig. 4-6A, inset) which actually generate even lower HIV viral loads 

(Fig. 4-6A) and HIV population prevalence (Fig. 4-6B). Interestingly, at the population level, 

there is an optimal value of TIP-encoded inhibition, which yields a maximum in TIP prevalence 

(Fig. 4-6B, inset). Thus, the TIP appears to be subject to competing selection pressures at 

multiple scales which may limit the potential for evolutionary breakdown of TIP therapies, 

echoing recent proposals for antivirals that resist viral escape [115] and ‘evolution-proof’ 

malaria insecticides [116]. 
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Figure 4-6. TIPs evolve toward robust reduction in disease prevalence. a) Predicted HIV viral 
set point as a function of TIP encoded inhibition of HIV (parameter D from the intracellular 
model, see Text S1) where negative inhibition values indicate TIP evolving to upregulate HIV 
gene expression within a single cell. Inset: Increasing upregulation generates higher TIP viral 
loads at the individual patient level and leads to lower HIV viral loads. b) HIV/AIDS disease 
prevalence as a function of TIP encoded inhibition of HIV where negative inhibition values 
indicate TIP evolving to upregulate HIV expression. Increasing upregulation generates lower 
HIV/AIDS prevalence at the population level. Inset: TIP prevalence is reduced as upregulation 
increases, potentially creating an evolutionary trap for the TIP. 
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Detailed experimental and theoretical study is required to predict the ultimate direction 

of TIP evolution, but the competing selection pressures may effectively constrain TIP 

phenotypes to a range that assures low HIV viral load and low HIV disease prevalence. TIP 

evolution is likely to be dominated by mutational processes, since recombination between TIPs 

and wild-type HIV appears to be severely limited by fundamental sequence-homology 

constraints on retroviral recombination [117] that render recombination between full-length 9.7 

kb HIV genomes and shorter lentiviral genomes (e.g. TIP) non-competent for integration [90]. 

This molecular argument against recombination between HIV and TIP is also supported by data 

from murine models [118,119] and the recent human clinical trial data [89], neither of which 

detected recombination between wild-type HIV-1 and shorter lentiviral therapy vectors. 

To fully address safety, there is obviously a need for cautious trials in vitro, and in vivo, 

before a TIP intervention could ever be considered for implementation. Importantly, TIPs for 

HIV would not specifically target, or require, stem cells since the TIP would target the same 

cells as HIV (primarily CD4+ T lymphocytes) and thus oncogenic concerns as a result of 

insertional mutagenesis [120] are minimized. This argument is supported by a recent Phase-I 

lentiviral gene-therapy clinical trial for HIV [89] and previous gene therapy in peripheral blood 

lymphocytes in patients followed since 1995 [121], neither of which detected insertional 

mutagenesis or oncogenic transformation in patients. 

 

Conclusion and the way forward 

As with all models, our analysis is a relatively simple representation of a complex 

system and necessarily makes certain assumptions. Importantly, the TIP's robustness and 

efficacy stems from the unique and defining ability of TIPs to transmit between hosts and, as 

such, the general results presented for the TIP are qualitatively robust to changes in parameter 
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values or in basic model assumptions about transmission biology (see Text S1, [92]). TIP 

efficacy also appears qualitatively robust to decreases in transmission efficiency as a result of 

widespread ART coverage (Fig. 4-3C – Fig. 4-3D) or re-parameterization of transmission 

functions (see Text S1, [92]). Nevertheless, our analysis is intended as a first step towards 

motivating research into transmissible therapies, rather than a proof of efficacy. The molecular, 

epidemiological, and ethical bases of using TIP intervention against pathogens will require 

extensive study, but our results show that TIPs may offer a unique strategy for targeting both 

high-risk and hard-to-reach populations, overcoming behavioral barriers, and circumventing 

mutational escape to achieve indefinite disease suppression of HIV, and possibly other 

pathogens, in resource-limited settings. 

As an added benefit for intervention in resource-limited settings, TIPs may have the 

potential to be administered as a therapy requiring only a single dose, thereby allowing for 

increased treatment access and minimizing treatment compliance issues. Our results shows that 

deploying TIPs as a therapy to even a few individuals who are already infected can reduce the 

prevalence of a disease to very low levels. Due to the rapid and sustained transmission 

dynamics in high-risk groups, the impact of TIP intervention is robust even if the TIP is quickly 

cleared from TIP ‘carriers’ so that these individuals rapidly revert back to ‘susceptibles’ (for 

details, refer to Text S1, [92]). With the ability to enter proviral latency, dormant TIPs could be 

complementary to ART on an individual scale, by reactivating during ART failure and acting to 

reduce viral load. While recent models argue that widespread ART campaigns alone could halt 

the HIV/AIDS pandemic [100,101], there remains significant controversy as to whether ART 

can succeed in reducing overall HIV transmission [84,102], especially in the presence of high-

risk groups exhibiting treatment non-compliance. Significant challenges to achieving 

widespread ART coverage in resource-limited settings include: slower-than-hoped rollout, 

persistent logistical problems linked to insufficient health systems and weak infrastructure, the 
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need for on-going high-level donor funding, and the social stigmas that prevent people from 

getting tested and hence starting treatment. These factors will likely produce long-term 

heterogeneity in coverage, with the most impoverished and disadvantaged groups receiving the 

least access to ART. Based on these challenges, it is prudent to consider alternative and 

complementary approaches. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The multi-scale analysis of TIPs and HIV-1 is built upon previous data-driven models 

[84,91] and is composed of three constituent ordinary differential equation models describing 

dynamics at different hierarchical scales: (i) among a population of host individuals 

(‘population level’) (ii) within host individuals (‘individual patient’) (iii) within infected host 

cells (‘intracellular’). The multi-scale model specifies mechanistic links between each scale and 

the next scale of organizational complexity (intracellular → in vivo → population level). 

The population-level TIP model is a simplified version of a risk-structured model 

constructed from UNAIDS field-data collected from antenatal clinics in Malawi [84], which 

includes a risk-structure formulation with four distinct sexual-activity classes (SACs) and which 

we refer to as the ‘Baggaley model’. Individuals are classified as susceptible (S), HIV infected 

(I), susceptible to HIV but infected with TIP (St), dually infected with HIV and TIP (Id), as an 

AIDS patient with wild-type virus (Aw), or as a dually infected AIDS patient (Ad). Individuals in 

all disease-states are divided into SACs in accordance with field data (indicated by subscript i), 

except that all individuals in the Aw class are assumed (as in [84]) to have sexual contacts at the 

rate corresponding to the lowest risk group (SAC 4) owing to their poor health. The model 

equations are as follows: 
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Detailed parameter definitions, values, and corresponding references are shown in Text 

S1 in [92]. The transmission probabilities per partnership are denoted !!! where Y represents the 

disease state of the source of the infection, and X represents the viral strain (which is wild-type 

HIV, denoted X = W, for the vaccine model). The per-partnership transmission probability 

!!!  (describing transmission of wild-type HIV by individuals in the I  disease state) is set to 

agree with the weighted average of the Baggaley model [84] and !!!  is the per-partnership 

probability of wild-type HIV infection originating from an AIDS patient, and is set following 

the Baggaley model [84]. Consideration of alternative parameterizations of the viral load 

transmission curve did not qualitatively affect the results (see Text S1 in [92]). The parameters 

!!!  and !! are static parameters that represent the transmission probability and the duration of 

the asymptomatic phase of individuals infected with only wild-type virus. In contrast, to 

describe quantities that depend on the specific design of the TIP, such as: (i) transmission 

probabilities, and (ii) the duration of the asymptomatic period, functions are used in place of 

parameters. These functions are calculated based on measured correlations between 

transmission, disease progression, and viral load [98,99] where viral load is predicted from 

the in vivo TIP model (see Text S1 in [92]). For example, the transmission probabilities in the 

presence of TIP and the duration of the asymptomatic phase in dually-infected individuals in the 

TIP population models are represented by functions of steady-state viral load (i.e. viral set 

point) as predicted by the in vivo model (see Text S1 [92] for a description of the transmission-

probability functions). The function !!(V) is used to compute the duration of the asymptomatic 

phase in dually-infected individuals, and is also calculated in Text S1 in [92]. 

Contacts between individuals in the TIP population model are weighted by statistically 

independent transmission probabilities (β) which are calculated from steady-state HIV and TIP 

viral loads from the in vivo model (see Text S1 section in [92]: ‘Calculation of Transmission-
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Rate Function’). There are six distinct transitions between infection classes in the TIP 

population model (see Text S1 in [92] for details). Briefly, contact between two individuals is 

represented by a contact function that considers asymmetric mixing of individuals among the 

four SACs: 

 

 

This contact function describes an individual in disease state X (and SAC i) becoming 

infected by an individual in disease state Y. The subscript j denotes SAC j, cj is the average 

number of sexual partners per year in SAC j, and Nj is the sum of all sexually active individuals 

in SAC j. In the contact function, ε  is the degree of assortative mixing with ε=1 corresponding 

to entirely assortative mixing and ε=0 corresponding to entirely random mixing. The first term 

inside the brackets of the contact function describes assortative mixing in which infected 

individuals are encountered in proportion to their prevalence in SAC i. The second term 

describes random contacts in which infected individuals are encountered in proportion to their 

contribution to all of the sexual contacts being made in the entire population. We set the mixing 

parameter ε equal to 0.37, as estimated in [84]. 

Simulation of the TIP population model is conducted as follows: the Baggaley model is 

allowed to reach steady-state and then a TIP is introduced to 1% of all individuals without any 

targeting to high-risk classes. Similar benefits were obtained using much more restrictive initial 

conditions (e.g. utilizing TIP as a therapy and targeting TIP to <1% of only I and Aw  individuals 

in the least active SACs—SAC 3 and SAC 4—generates similar results to Fig. 4-2). Behavioral 
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disinhibition is simulated as in [122] by increasing the contact rates c for all SACs and number 

of AIDS deaths averted by the vaccination campaign is defined as: 

 

AIDS deaths averted = (AIDS deaths during 100 years of epidemic without treatment) – 

(AIDS deaths during a 50 year epidemic followed by 50 years of treatment). 

 

Vaccine and ART models use the same risk structure as above and are presented in Text 

S1 in [92]. A complete list of model parameters and state variables are presented in Tables S1, 

S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and S7 located in Text S1 in [92].  All numerical simulations were 

performed in Mathematica 7.0. 
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Chapter 5: Remarks on Molecular Simulations of Enzymes and Multi-Scale 

Biological Modeling 

 

Conclusions and the way forward 

 
Although the detailed description of protein dynamics gained from conventional 

molecular dynamics (CMD) simulations can be extremely useful in understanding potential 

mechanisms of protein or enzyme function, unfortunately many biochemically interesting 

protein dynamics cannot be well-explored by CMD in systems that either contain a large 

number of atoms and/or proteins in systems that make use of long-timescale dynamical events.  

In order to explore the dynamics in such systems, it is necessary to achieve enhanced 

conformational sampling during the course of the MD simulation so that interesting dynamics 

can be observed in the resulting trajectory.  Numerous methods of enhanced sampling have 

been developed such as accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD) and are implemented in large 

systems like the SERCA Ca2+ pump imbedded in a patch of phospholipid bilayer.  Without 

enhanced sampling via AMD, dynamical insights into systems such as SERCA would be 

difficult if not impossible to achieve with CMD utilizing currently-available computational 

power.  

As computers become faster and more efficient with the recent widespread adoption of 

GPU clusters optimized for MD simulations and as novel methods of enhanced conformational 

sampling are developed, it is likely that it will someday be possible to explore the dynamics of 

very large proteins and/or systems that exhibit relatively slow dynamics.  Through 

computational advances and improvements in enhanced sampling techniques, it may someday 

be possible to observe biologically important molecular dynamics in the majority of published 

protein and enzyme structures. 
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 Future advances in simulation techniques and computer technology may someday make 

it possible to discover important biomolecular motions in systems containing many 

simultaneously interacting proteins or enzymes.   Future computational advances could also 

lead to the development of novel mathematical models that describe the dynamics of a variety 

of human disease states, with each disease model making use of multiple linked biological 

scales of organization to better understand mechanisms of disease proliferation and to more 

accurately predict the efficacy of hypothetical treatments.  As new protein and enzyme 

structures are solved in the future (assuming that computational power continues to improve) it 

may be possible to construct detailed multi-scale biological models of many human disease 

states that are each informed by the results of molecular simulations.   

 While the future of theoretical and computational biochemistry is exciting to imagine, it 

is important to acknowledge the crucial contributions made by experimental biochemists in 

solving previously unknown structures and meticulously studying kinetic and thermodynamic 

properties of biological systems.  Without high-resolution structural data and experimentally 

validated observations and measurements, it is impossible to perform meaningful molecular 

simulations and to parameterize complex mathematical models of multi-scale biological 

systems.  Finally, it is important to add that all computational results predicted from molecular 

simulations or biological models should ideally be verified experimentally, especially if there is 

disagreement between the theoretical and experimental results. 

!
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